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Leadership lessons
“You cannot lead unless you are future-oriented” – C K Prahalad
Good leaders always strive for new knowledge and have
futuristic thinking. They have the ability to adopt and implement
innovative ideas. They are able to keep an open mind, study failures
& successes and prioritise growth. By showcasing flexibility, they
can engage and inspire not only their employees, but also partners
and customers, at every level, and be a stronger manufacturing
trailblazer. However, leadership is not easy and it takes years to
find a balance. Becoming a better business leader has always been
“a work in progress” goal.
We tried to capture the leadership lessons from the
manufacturing leaders and experts in this issue, on the occasion
of the 8 th Anniversary of EM. They provided their insights on the
manufacturing leadership approach, the most essential things to
make the Indian manufacturing industry globally competitive, and
recommendations on becoming a future-ready manufacturer.
This issue of EM, on the occasion of its 8th Anniversary, is
again packed with thought-provoking features, providing not only
a snapshot of the manufacturing technology, but also a roadmap
for the future growth strategies. Hope you will find the features
in this issue informative and stimulating so as to help you keep
moving forward!
Our heartiest thanks to all our readers, advertisers, contributors,
for their valuable support to us! The magazine continues to
keep pace with new developments in the manufacturing sector,
attuned to the changing focus of the readers, making it invaluable
to engineers looking to utilise this useful information for their
efficient manufacturing operations and to managers in pursuit of
suitable growth-driven strategies for their business.
Do write to us with your comments and feedback.
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India today can boast of world-class
companies across industries. Why then
is ‘Made in India’ not regarded the same
way as ‘Made in Germany’ or ‘Made
in Japan?’ Why do many Indian B2B
suppliers struggle to prove that they are
as high quality, reliable and innovative
as the best of them? Why is India’s share
in global manufacturing exports or as a
percentage of GDP so low in global or
Asian comparisons?
The answer is simple. The current
negative country of origin bias that many
Indian companies experience can only be
turned into a positive one by concerted,
industry-wide change. While many
companies are gaining global recognition,
quality & performance must be driven
down across Tier 1, 2, and 3 suppliers.
Solid management techniques must be
applied in all industries, even in those that
so far could opportunistically leverage
factor cost advantages to drive sales.
Clearly, the government and society
have a role to play in building the ‘Made
in India’ brand. Initiatives such as ‘Make
in India’ must generate a measurable
impact on improving the ease-of-doing10
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MADE IN INDIA – THE LONG
ROAD TOWARDS INDUSTRYWIDE EXCELLENCE
business rankings quickly. While the
government and society need to support
it, the industry has its work cut out for
itself. The distribution of the degree of
application of management techniques
in India is rather wide and its average
management practice score rather low in
comparison with developed countries.
The difference in the management
practice score of about 20% vs the US that
is large and indicates a significant potential
for improved productivity and quality in
India through the widespread adoption of
modern management techniques. While
it is comforting that India fares well in
comparison to China and Brazil, aiming
for a replication of the Chinese low-cost,
low-quality production model is clearly
not desirable. What worked in the 1980s
should not be blindly copied in 2017. The
challenge facing India’s corporations and

government alike is not only to create lots
of jobs, but also to drive ‘Made in India’
as a globally recognised brand that stands
for quality and innovation.
India’s dispersion of the management
practice score is qualitatively different
from the ones seen in the US, China
or Brazil. Rather than presenting a
continuous distribution of management
practices vs firm density, India sports
a double hump. India has world-class
companies that are able to compete
internationally. However, rather than
pulling the rest of the companies along
and driving them to better performance,
the large majority of Indian companies
are de facto de-coupled from these highperformers. Their average management
practice score trails China and Brazil.
Clearly, a lot more work is necessary to
drive consistent firm performance in
various industries.
Performance gaps between industries
need to be closed. Although productivity
and quality improvements require work
and investments, they are possible and
pay off as the experience of numerous
companies operating in India shows. ☐
EM | Nov 2017
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Rajesh Nath honoured with highest German civilian award
VDMA recently announced that Germany has conferred the ‘Cross of the Order of Merit’, the
highest civilian honour awarded to individuals for their services to the country, to Rajesh Nath,
Managing Director, VDMA India. Nath has 27 years of experience in Indo–German trade working
with several reputed German and Indian companies in various sectors. During this period, the
export of German machinery to India has increased almost 6 folds and the number of VDMA
members in India now stands at around 550. Since 1999, he has been working with the German
Engineering Federation (VDMA) which he is heading as Managing Director. He has played a pivotal
role in promoting and strengthening the business and economic ties between India and Germany.

Core sector growth jumps
5.2% in September
Cooper Corp signs MoU with Garden Reach Shipbuilders
Cooper Corporation, one of India’s leading engine manufacturers, recently announced
that it has entered into a strategic Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Garden
Reach Shipbuilders & Engineers (GRSE), a Government of India undertaking under the
Ministry of Defence for joint development and manufacturing of small and medium diesel
engines for marine applications. The MoU was signed by Sarvjit Singh Dogra, Director,
Finance, on behalf of GRSE and Farrokh N Cooper, Chairman and Managing Director,
Cooper Corporation. This collaboration aims at setting up a fully indigenous product line
of marine diesel engines specifically developed for Indian Navy and Indian Coast Guard.

According to the official data released
recently, the eight core industries grew
by 5.2% in September this year led by a
sharp expansion in coal and refinery
production. The last time the core sector
growth peaked was in March 2017,
when it expanded by a similar 5.2%.
The data could also indicate a revival in
industrial output as well and the core
industries comprise of 40.27% of the
weight of items included in IIP. But, on a
cumulative basis, the core industries
expanded by just 3.3% between April
and September 2017 as against 5.4% in
the corresponding period a year ago.

DataM MD awarded China’s highest honour
DataM recently announced that Albert Sedlmaier, MD, DataM Sheet Metal Solutions from Germany, has been awarded with The
People's Republic of China Friendship Award for his work as a technical adviser. The prize was given to 50 experts who contributed to
the economic and social development of China. The Friendship Award is the highest Chinese honour granted to a foreigner. Delighted
with the accolade, Sedlmaier said, “This award is not only an honour for me, but also for every staff member at dataM and our region.”
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BFW to expand its manufacturing facility in India

Bharat Fritz Werner (BFW), one of the leading manufacturers of machine tools, recently announced a major facility
expansion for its Hosur and Bangaluru locations to attain the enhanced market demand. The foundation stone laying
ceremony was held in Hosur. The ceremony was commemorated by Arun Kothari, Chairman, Kothari Group, Shailesh
Sheth, Director, BFW and Ravi Raghavan, MD & CEO, BFW, in the presence of the BFW leadership team. The first
phase will spread across 30,000 sqm, which will include significant numbers of modern mother machines to enable
integration of existing foundry facility with machining capability. The second phase will expand to 60,000 sqm. Once
operational, these facilities will double the machine building capacity of BFW. Coming within a week of BFW’s
56th anniversary, Raghavan said, “This expansion represents our enhanced commitment to enable progress of our
manufacturing clients who continue to remain the purpose of our existence and stay at the nucleus of our every initiative.”

Taiwan showcases its smart manufacturing solutions at EMO

The Taiwan External Trade Development Council (TAITRA) recently presented the latest innovations of several Taiwanese companies at
EMO, the world of metalworking in Hannover, Germany. The presence of Taiwanese companies at EMO 2017 highlights the technological
strengths of Taiwan’s metal industry and machine tools. With its 180 exhibitors, Taiwan is ranked No. 3 among all exhibiting countries.
Companies that participated at the exhibition included Asia Pacific Elite Corp (APEC), Awea, Cosen, Hiwin, Fair Friend Group (FFG),
YCM and Tongtai. Taiwan is aiming to become a global manufacturing hub for intelligent machinery and high-end equipment. The
Intelligent Machinery Program is one of President Tsai Ing-wen’s five major industrial development objectives. It aims to strengthen the
industry value chain in intelligent manufacturing, products and services through customized production and seize the opportunity in the
US$5.2 trillion.
While machine tool industries in Japan, South Korea and mainland China are all supported by strong automotive industries and a large
domestic market, Taiwan’s machine tools and component industry have developed a complete arsenal of marketing strategies, in the
absence of support from the internal market or specific industries. The Taiwanese industry offers a high level of personalisation and
flexibility in manufacturing, as well as rapid response and adaptation capabilities, while many companies are SMEs concentrated in close
geographical areas. It is an essential weapon that has allowed the Taiwan machine tool industry to set-up and continues to survive.
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TAGMA elects new President

The Tool & Gauge Manufacturers Association of India (TAGMA India) recently announced that they elected
DK Sharma as its new President. Sharma is the Executive Vice President & Business Head of Godrej Tooling,
which is a leading tool room in the country. TAGMA India is a non-profit organisation, actively promoting the
tooling industry since its inception in 1990. It is making successful efforts in bringing the tool-making fraternity
closer to OEMs by organising International Tooling Summit and the Die & Mould Exhibitions, both of which have
witnessed overwhelming international participation during the previous events.

Suhner India moves to a new facility
Keeping in mind the growth prospects of the future, Suhner India has moved to
a 2000 sqm building located at 50C2 and 50D, Bommasandra Industrial Area,
Bengaluru. The new facility has 1600 sqm of manufacturing space and 600 sqm
of office, display areas and training areas. The facility also has a complete
service and testing centre that is capable of all the Suhner products that are
sold in India. Juerg Suhner, Global CEO of Suhner, formally inaugurated the
facility on the October 4, 2017. Otto Suhner, Chairman, Suhner Holdings,
carried out the symbolic switching on of the winding machine. For Suhner India,
this move is a significant milestone in its eventful journey in India.

CERATIZIT acquires KOMET GROUP
The CERATIZIT Group has recently announced the
acquisition of the KOMET GROUP, headquartered in
Besigheim, Germany, effective October 12, 2017. The
transaction is still subject to the approval of the antitrust
authorities. “The disruptive changes in the market
environment pose enormous challenges for KOMET. The
acquisition by CERATIZIT now opens up new opportunities
for sustainable growth”, said Dr Christof Bönsch, CEO,
KOMET GROUP. “The takeover sees the emergence of a
new global player with superior technology expertise and
broad market access”, adds Dr Bönsch. “This move lifts the
close and long-standing partnership between the two
companies to a new level,” said Jacques Lanners,
Chairman of the Executive Board, CERATIZIT Group.

Mastercam and Kennametal partner up to automate tooling for customers
CNC Software Inc, developers of Mastercam, recently announced that it has partnered with Kennametal to provide customers
with the ability to quickly import tool assemblies from NOVO directly into Mastercam 2018. Speaking on this, Mitch Benko,
Director—Virtual Machining, Kennametal, said, “By partnering with Mastercam, NOVO will enable users to connect and import
product information, 3D models, drawings and starting parameters to expedite the validation and programming processes. By
tapping into Kennametal’s digital product data and knowledge, Mastercam with NOVO will eliminate the misapplication to tooling
solutions, provide optimal machining strategies and increase productivity with better quality in the manufacturing environment.”
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“Looking to collaborate, develop and
partner with companies”
Samir Sabnis, Managing Director, ACOEM India, in this interaction with Megha Roy,
highlights the current challenges witnessed in the industry and shares his thoughts on
how an eco-smart production process can help manufacturers minimise
the burden on the natural & non-renewable resources. Excerpts…
According to recent reports, India is ranked 116 out of 157 nations
on a global index towards achieving sustainable development
goals. How does ACOEM India strategise in this regard?
ACOEM Group’s mission is to help companies and public
authorities reduce their environmental impact by offering
technology & services that enable them to increase the
efficiency in their production plants by improving reliability
of the industrial machines and consequently
improving the emission air quality. ACOEM
India will work on the same lines by
providing sustainable solutions that would
help companies to measure the impact on
the environment & control it accordingly.
We want to help Indian manufacturers
build an efficient and eco-smart production
process and eventually reduce the burden on
our natural & non-renewable resources.
Can you brief us on your latest innovations in
terms of measurement, analysis and control
of all environmental parameters?
As our tagline says – smart monitoring,
diagnosis & solutions; the ACOEM Group,
through its various brands – OneProd, Fixturlaser, Ecotech,
01dB offers products for various applications in the complete
industry spectrum. Our environmental division offers air, water
quality & noise monitoring systems. The Ecotech continuous
air quality monitoring systems across India are helping in
monitoring and aiding in controlling pollutants across cities
and industries. In addition, we have patented technologies
in the plant maintenance domain like the OneProd Falcon
Accurex® & Online Vibration Monitoring system with auto
machine diagnostics.
What are the major market demands in your industry? How do
you address them?
The biggest concern for any manufacturer is to operate at zero
breakdown rates and maintain consistent production. We offer
a range of solutions that help in monitoring, predicting and
offering corrective measures to enable production facilities
to be aware of their machinery health & operate them with
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minimal or no breakdown. The other gap in the Indian market
today is the lack of trained manpower for vibration. We have
also tied up with Mobius Institute for Certified Vibration
courses that the ACOEM India experts would be providing.
How does ACOEM contribute in increasing the productivity and
reliability of industrial machinery? Can you cite some examples?
Our OneProd & Fixturlaser brands offer
the latest vibration monitoring & laser
machinery alignment systems. With these
technology offerings, the plant operators
& plant maintenance teams can make
themselves aware of the current machine
conditions and plan their maintenance
schedule accordingly. Even ensuring that the
machinery alignment is within the specified
limits with our laser alignment products can
have a substantial positive impact on the
efficiency of the operations. This is all the
more important when we realise that more
than 50% of the machinery failures happen
due to mis-alignment.
Going forward, what are your short-term and long-term plans
for the Indian market?
ACOEM is a new entrant in the Indian market as a combined
entity. We would first want to make our presence felt by
reaching out to our wide but fragmented customer base.
We want the Indian manufacturer to gain advantage of the
latest technologies that our company can offer. We want to
establish ourselves as go-to company for solutions relating
to production reliability. As a company, we are looking to
collaborate, develop and partner with companies looking to
put in place a process at par with international manufacturing
standards. On a larger scale, our company is eyeing to integrate
the latest technologies from the ACOEM Group basket within
the Indian manufacturing sector. As a technology consultant
as well, we would look to provide International Standard
Trainings to Indian engineers. Lastly, we would continue
developments at our existing global standard manufacturing
facility from Ecotech India. ☐
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“Improving productivity & skill
development is a priority”
GV Dasarathi, Director—Applications, Cadem Technologies, in this interview with
Suchi Adhikari, discusses his company’s latest Industry 4.0 products, while emphasising
the importance of cost-effectiveness in these solutions. Excerpts…
What are the recent advancements and breakthroughs in
software for manufacturing?
Two of the biggest pain points in manufacturing are improving
productivity and skill development. Keeping this in mind,
there is a lot of development in software in these areas. In case
of productivity, there is a lot of action in cycle time reduction,
production scheduling, machine monitoring and Industry 4.0
software. Skill development is another area,
which has become important in India lately
because labour productivity has become
critical. There is multimedia training
software, there are simulators for welding
and machine operation that enable training
to be done safely and at low cost.
What are the essential factors to be
considered by the shopfloor officials while
choosing CAM software?
CNC machining applications are in the three
broad areas of tool & die making, production
machining, and aerospace parts machining.
The processes could be metal forming, sheet
cutting, EDM, milling, turning, grinding, etc.
The requirement in each application area and process is very
different and there is no one-size-fits-all software. For instance,
requirements in tool & die milling are very different from those
in production milling. Purchase decision makers must choose
software that handle the specific application best and not be taken
in by vendors’ claims that their software handles everything.

They reduce cycle time, determine machining cost and scrap
sale value, spindle power and torque usage. Our ProfiCNC suite
of CNC training products enable training in machining basics,
programming and machine operation.
Given that the manufacturing industry is moving towards
Industry 4.0, what are your company’s latest developments
aligning to this trend?
We recently launched our Industry 4.0 product,
LEANworks cloud machine monitoring
system. LEANworks increases shopfloor profits
by reducing machine downtime, part rejections
and consumables usage. It tracks machines’
activities and reports them to decision-makers
wherever they are on the internet. There is a
variety of reports on downtime, OEE, rejections,
maintenance, consumables usage, etc. One also
get alerts on SMS/email so that they can take
immediate action on urgent problems like
target shortfall, high downtime, high rejections
and machine breakdown.
The system is plug-and-play and can
be deployed in just an hour. It is targeted at
MSMEs as a very affordable doorway to Industry 4.0 with our tag
line: “Costs as much as a cup of coffee per day”, which emphasises
on its cost-effectiveness. They can pay monthly or yearly so Capex
is converted to Opex.

What are your company’s future plans for the Indian market?
How do you plan to expand your company’s market presence in
Customers today demand reduced cycle time, reduced down- the Indian market?
time, reduced programming time and an increase in profits. What Our focus area is going to be Industry 4.0 with our flagship
solutions does your company offer in order to cater to this demand? product LEANworks Cloud. We are in the process of signing
Cadem Technologies has Industry 4.0 products based on up OEMs and resellers for this product. It works with any
production monitoring, CNC programming, cycle time reduction machine–CNC, conventional, PLC or electromechanical,
and CNC skill development. Reducing downtime, cycle time and hence, potential OEMs are manufacturers of any machine and
ignorance summarises the motto of our product range.
not just CNCs. The same logic applies for potential resellers.
We have the LEANworks machine monitoring system
Our skill development products were earlier being targeted
to reduce machine downtime and waste. Our CAPSturn and only at training centres of industries and institutes. However,
CAPSmill CAM software improve CNC turning and milling we are now targeting individuals too in industries who want to
profitability through maximum utilisation of spindle capacity. self-learn. Thus, e-learning is a big focus area. ☐
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LEADERSHIP INSIGHTS

Breaking the
comfort zone!
Sundararajan Pichai
CEO,
GOOGLE

One of the most prominent technology
giants across the global industry today,
Sundararajan Pichai’s meteoritic rise focuses
on his potential to foster exceptional products
and roadmap a remarkable leadership style.
An engineering graduate from the IITKharagpur, the Google CEO has been a huge
fan of Sunil Gavaskar and Sachin Tendulkar
ever since his college days.
Formerly Google’s product chief, Pichai
became the CEO in 2015, after the company
re-modeled its management structure .While
always fascinated with computers, to helm
challenging projects and at the same time
build a strong team is what the Chennai
native’s leadership mantra all about. With a
steady motto of building organisations where
people essentially wish to work together, as
a leader, Pichai has constantly entailed on
trusting his team and teammates. For him,
it has always been less about trying to be
successful himself, and more about making
people successful in his team!
However, not many know but Pichai’s
proposal of the Chrome browser way back in
2009 was not well-received at the given time.
At the same time, failure to him had also been
absolutely nothing to worry about. That’s the
22

WHEN YOU’RE TRYING TO
RUN SOMETHING AT THE
SCALE OF GOOGLE, YOU
RELY ON OTHER STRONG
LEADERS. I HAVE AN
OUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP
TEAM. IT’S A LEARNING TO
LET GO AND REALLY
EMPOWERING PEOPLE AT ALL
LEVELS OF THE
ORGANISATION, AND
TRUSTING THEM TO DOING
THE RIGHT THING.
reason the tech star has proudly metaphored
failure as something to ‘wearing a badge of
honour’. Although, now in-charge of one of
the world’s most influential companies, his
colleagues opine that Pichai is hardly the kind
of emotionally volatile leader that one gets to
often see in the Silicon Valley.
Speaking across several occasions in the
Indian context, the mastermind believes that
the country has the potential to be a ‘global
player in the digital economy,’ with more and

more people getting online for the first time,
especially on inexpensive smartphones. He
has been an ardent believer that the tag of
an elite institute does not guarantee success
always. For him, working with people whom
you are insecured of makes you do more—it’s
about breaking out the comfort zone!
Pichai has been responsible for the launch
of the Android One programme in India and
other emerging markets. He led the product
management and innovation efforts for a suite
of Google’s consumer products, including
Google Toolbar, Chrome and Chrome OS.
Very recently, the company has launched the
Tez app across regional languages in India to
lead India’s $500 bn digital payment industry
by 2020. He is also batted for reducing the
cost of entry-level smartphones to $30 and
has expressed confidence that big, global
software companies will start emerging from
India in the next five to ten years. ☐
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KRONOS S
Precision for small workpieces

Are you looking for the most efﬁcient way to grind
your small, high-precision workpieces? Then you
have found the new KRONOS S by MIKROSA! This
compact and versatile centerless grinding machine
with an infeed length of 120 mm or 245 mm combines
maximum speed with the highest quality requirements.
The machine‘s broad technology spectrum extends
from infeed grinding in single or multiple production to
throughfeed grinding and oscillation grinding.
www.mikrosa.com

United Grinding GmbH, India Branch Ofﬁce · No. 487 - D1 & D2A · 4th Phase, KIADB Main Road · Peenya Industrial Area · Bangalore 560058, India · Phone +91 80 30257 612 · Fax +91 80 30257 603 · info.in@grinding.ch
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LEADERSHIP APPROACH
Foreseeing future of manufacturing

Leadership, as a process, shapes the goals of an organisation, motivates behaviour towards
achievement, and helps define a group or organisational culture. In the manufacturing
industry too, an apt leadership strategy is quintessential for transforming a manufacturer’s
performance. The cover story features a series of interviews from the industry experts in
the Indian manufaturing sector, discussing their management mantras to become globally
competitive and future-ready.
Compiled by Team EM
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“Intellectual property is a large component
of our exports”
“Industry should expect a growth of 8% CAGR in the next
5 years. We will also have rapid scaling up of private
sector, defence and aerospace manufacturing activities.
This segment will be one of our key future growth engines
for manufacturing.”
L Krishnan,
Managing Director,
Taegutec India

What are the most essential things that make the Indian
manufacturing industry globally competitive? How is the
current situation and progress in this area?
The Indian manufacturing industry, especially in terms of
engineering goods, is already competitive in some specific
segments where we have significant competitive edge today.
These include auto components, heavy engineering, inputs
for oil & gas industry and pumps, to name a few. While there
have been efforts to go up the value chain, our success can be
described as modest. Two of the major challenges today are
scale of manufacturing and intellectual property.
Scale of manufacturing involves the high cost of capital and
lack of focus on exports, which are probably the reason our
scales of manufacturing have remained modest to medium.
There are an exceptionally few number of cases where we can
claim to have attained world-class scale of manufacturing,
compared to countries like China. To build a world-class
manufacturing scale, we require, apart from capital, other
infrastructure like supply chain connectivity and conducive
labour laws. Under the ‘Make in India’ initiative, some of these
factors are getting addressed but we still have a very significant
distance to cover in terms of our objectives.
Intellectual property is a large component of our exports
from Indian manufacturers, which are as per customer’s
design and specifications. In the absence of unique intellectual
property in terms of design or process, our ability to go up the
value chain remains muted.
What do you think should be the Manufacturing Leadership
Approach today, in context with the volatile economy, rapidly
changing technology, increasing globalisation & competition,
and demanding customers?
Post Lehman-crisis, the Indian manufacturing industry is
experiencing a roller coaster ride. There have been periods of
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growth followed by drop in volumes and the frequency and
span of these cycles have remained largely unpredictable due
to local and global factors. Manufacturing leadership today
has learnt to survive the volatile changes while retaining
our medium and long-term goals. Leadership will have to
continuously hone change-management skills to navigate these
turbulent times. It is reasonable to expect greater volatility in
the time to come. Only leadership and organisations that are
flexible can sail through.
Where do you see the Indian manufacturing heading to, in the
next 5 years?
With the focus on ‘Make in India’ spearheaded by the Govt of
India and Niti Aayog, our scale of manufacturing activities
in countries is expected to go up significantly. Our consistent
GDP growth and high infrastructure spend will increase the
per capita income and consumption. This will certainly create
more opportunities for manufacturing industry to grow in size
and stature.
At a conservative estimate, industry should expect growth
of 8% CAGR in the next 5 years. We will also have rapid scaling
up of private sector, defence and aerospace manufacturing
activities. This segment will be one of our key future growth
engines for manufacturing.
If you were to present a success story of your company, what
would you like to highlight in it?
From the time we entered the Indian market, we were able to
scale up our activities and emerge as one of the top two players
in the country. Our focus is not just topline rank but also to
remain a responsible manufacturing industry player, doing
every bit possible to make a positive impact to the environment
and society. We are proud of what we have achieved in the
areas of community and environment initiatives. ☐
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“Catch the early signs & change strategy”
“For a manufacturing leader, it is important to have
engagement with all levels of the organisation so as to catch
the early signs and change the strategy accordingly. The
VUCA leader should have vision, understanding, courage
and adaptability to be successful in such an environment.”
Gautam K Ahuja,
Managing Director,
Dormer Tools India
What are the most essential things to make the Indian
manufacturing industry globally competitive? How is the
current situation and progress in this area?
To be competitive in the global scenario, the Indian
manufacturing industry needs to utilise the economies of
scale by ramping up productivity and improving processes
to eliminate waste and deliver good quality products.
India has got the required skill set, an English-speaking
workforce and is on the threshold of making it big on a
global scale. Secondly, we need to improve our processes so
that we work only within the 50% tolerance band.
What do you think should be the Manufacturing Leadership
Approach today in context with the volatile economy,
rapidly changing technology, increasing globalisation &
competition and demanding customers?
We are all aware of the VUCA (volatility, uncertainty,
complexity & ambiguity) nature of the global environment.
India is having its own set of disruptions like demonetisation
and GST. For a manufacturing leader, it is important to have
engagement with all levels of the organisation, to catch the
early signs and change the strategy accordingly. The VUCA
leader should have vision, understanding, courage and
adaptability to be successful in such an environment.
Becoming future-ready is one of the major visions
for the manufacturing industry. What will be your
recommendations to achieve the desired level?
To be future ready, the Indian manufacturing industry will
have to invest in R&D, and improve processes to ensure
that the product coming out meets international quality
standards. The rejections have to be at a minimum level,
since it is a big wastage, and it reduces the dependability of
the system. The processes should be so established that an
assured quality is produced. We need to focus on innovation
and design & create attractive products at reasonable prices
to compete globally. India is losing out on being the lowest
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cost manufacturing base, and thus, this paradigm shift will be
even more important in the coming years.
Where do you see the Indian manufacturing heading to in
the next 5 years?
One of the biggest advantages with India is its good inherent
consumption. With rapidly burgeoning middle-class
incomes, this is going to become predominant soon. Apart
from that, our share in the global export is very minimal,
and this can be considered as a huge opportunity. With the
‘Make in India’ push, a lot of new manufacturing companies
giving large scale employment have set up base in India.
Thus, huge opportunity exists where we can leverage
our strengths and move from a developing economy to a
developed economy.
If you were to present a success story of your company,
what would you like to highlight in it?
Dormer Pramet was formed as a global merger of Dormer
(rotating tools) and Pramet (indexable tools). There was good
synergy between the two organisations leading to increased
sales due to cross-selling in each country. We have products
right from HSS to solid carbide drills, end mills, taps and
inserts in carbide, ceramic, cermet, PCD & CBN. In India,
we have one of the largest and reliable range as a cutting
tool brand and offer a lot of savings for our customers. We
have established a pan-India distribution network dedicated
for Dormer Pramet products. Backed by a strong R&D and
product development, we launch new innovative products
twice every year. Due to our unique proposition to offer high
productivity, with reasonable cost, we are one of the fastest
growing cutting tool companies in India. ☐
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Raising
the standaRd

Our second product launch of 2017 delivers a variety of new threading and milling tools which raise
the performance of several existing assortments and extend the options available to customers. This
includes a new range of economical high feed cutters and inserts, a new milling grade for a variety of
engineering materials, extensions to our Shark Line program of material specific taps and additions to
our assortment of inserts and cutters for copy milling. Simply Reliable.

www.dormerpramet.com
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“Flexibility to accommodate
changes is important”
“New ways of working, shifting customer & employee
expectations and new technologies can alter longestablished processes. Convincing customers to shift focus
from cost-conscious approach to cost-effective and qualityconscious approach will increase quality standards.”
Parag Alekar,
CEO,
Nicolas Correa S.A.–India Branch

What are the most essential things to make the Indian
manufacturing industry globally competitive? How is the
current situation and progress in this area?
The two most essential things to flourish in this industry are talent
and skills that are available in the market and ease to do business.
The talent crisis faced is an important aspect and to address this,
India needs to balance quantity of education with quality. Other
important initiatives are essential to make India a better place to
design, develop and manufacture innovative products. Significant
infrastructure development, policies for more foreign business
investments, efforts to make it easier to do business in India and
actions to promote exports and build domestic capacity would
also enable India to be more competitive. In the last three years,
we have seen major changes in the government policies. Skill
development promotional programmes launched are innovative
and focus on industrial demand.
What do you think should be the Manufacturing Leadership
Approach today, in context with the volatile economy, rapidly
changing technology, increasing globalization & competition,
and demanding customers?
Following fundamental disciplines such as growing revenue,
making the right product, controlling costs can be the first step
in this approach. Additionally, the flexibility to accommodate
changes is most important. New ways of working, shifting
customer and employee expectations and new technologies
can alter long-established processes. Convincing customers to
shift focus from cost-conscious approach to cost-effective and
quality-conscious approach will increase quality standards.
Becoming future-ready is one of the major visions for the
manufacturing industry. What will be your recommendations
to achieve the desired level?
With basic things like up-to-date and state-of-the-art technology,
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maximum utilisation of resources, constant endeavour for
betterment and more investment in R&D is a must. One should
keep oneself updated with the latest trends & technologies in the
market in order to survive in the global competition. Having
the latest technologies is not sufficient. Having access to the
manpower with the desired skillset to use the technology at its
best is utmost important. For this, there is no option for extensive
and continuous training for the staff. There is dearth of skilled
labour in this industry. The number of people who work on the
shop floor with passion is drastically reducing.
Where do you see the Indian manufacturing heading to in the
next 5 years?
In the recent World Bank Index on ease of doing business,
India has improved its ranking significantly. With aggressive
government policies and the ‘Make in India’ initiative, there is
positive atmosphere in the market. India has a strong potential
for growth. The Indian manufacturing industry will be a driving
factor for robust growth of the Indian economy.
If you were to present a success story of your company, what
would you like to highlight in it?
In Nicolas Correa, importance is given to continuous research
and development. Products are regularly updated and new
products are launched as per the changing market needs. For
any organisation, the after-sales service is most important. In
India, we provide strong service support and application support
that provides turnkey
solutions. We are proud
to mention that we
have sold more than 70
machines in India in the
last 10 years which is a
strong reference for us. ☐
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“Driving through a holistic approach”
“Leadership in manufacturing needs an approach of driving
the change. Investment-driven approach requires a shift
in perspective. A right ecosystem will help to leverage the
competence and enable manufacturing companies to lead
the path.”
Punit Gupta
Managing Director
Blaser Swisslube India
What are the most essential things to make the Indian
manufacturing industry globally competitive? How is the
current situation and progress in this area?
Convert costs areas into investments areas—this is a key
requirement. Time is changing fast and in order to create
competitiveness on a global basis, a fresh perspective
is required. There is enormous potential to liberate
competitiveness in manufacturing. Connect and collaborate
with the best partners who can bring in their strengths and
help to generate the return on investments. These are the two
critical elements required in the industry.
What do you think should be the Manufacturing Leadership
Approach today, in context with the volatile economy, rapidly
changing technology, increasing globalisation & competition,
and demanding customers?
Time is the biggest currency! Leadership in manufacturing
needs an approach of driving the change. Investmentdriven approach requires a shift in perspective. The right
ecosystem will help to leverage the competence and enable
the manufacturing companies to lead the path amidst this
fluid environment.
Where do you see the Indian manufacturing heading to, in the
next 5 years?
The potential to exploit and expand on a global level is huge
for Indian manufacturing industries. However, the future
would depend on what we do today and the approach that
the industry chooses. The traditional approach will not take
us far. I am confident about the robust growth which we can
drive in the manufacturing industry in the next five years.
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The changes have started coming in. We need to intensify the
journey with a holistic approach further.
If you were to present a success story of your company, what
would you like to highlight in it?
Increasing competitiveness of our customers by driving
their productivity through our Liquid Tool approach has
been the key success element of our company globally. We
have been able to work with our customers and help them in
driving this approach, bring in transparency and a holistic
view on overall returns on their investments. This has been
a phenomenal journey along with our customers and I
would like to thank them for being the leader in driving
this change.
It has been possible for us due to our strong belief
towards future needs of our customers. These are backed
by our immense capabilities in R&D located in Switzerland
and very high competence and expertise in the whole global
organisation. Our people are always excited to work with
customers in exploring the possibilities to exploit the full
potential of machines and tools in the manufacturing process.
Serving before deserving has been a philosophy, which
has been strengthened day-by-day in the company since its
inception. ☐
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“Creating innovation for greater value”
“Cautious optimism and controlled aggression is the needof-the-hour. There is no denying on the volatility and
demanding circumstances, but there are always opportunities
that exist and tapping them needs to be done without going
overboard in terms of investment or exposure.”
Ravi Raghavan,
MD & CEO,
Bharat Fritz Werner

What are the most essential things that make the Indian
manufacturing industry globally competitive? How is the
current situation and progress in this area?
In our industry, innovation is currently only productoriented. However, innovation has to be an all-inclusive
practice including the shopfloor. Only then will the customers
benefit. This is a priority at BFW and we are making progress
in the nature and direction of our innovation. As an industry,
we invest less in R&D than other international players and we
need to make up for this difference by using our natural skills
at innovation to create greater value. Our supply chains have
to scale up for both economies of scale and faster delivery if
we have to be competitive globally.
What do you think should be the Manufacturing Leadership
Approach today, in context with the volatile economy,
rapidly changing technology, increasing globalisation &
competition, and demanding customers?
Cautious optimism and controlled aggression is the need-ofthe-hour. There is no denying the volatility and demanding
circumstances but there are always opportunities that exist
and tapping them needs to be done without going overboard
in terms of investment or exposure. One needs to stick to
one’s long-term strategy instead of being swayed by the
short-term.
Manufacturing leadership teams have to be extremely
nimble so as to adapt to a change in technology or changing
economic scenarios. It is this nimbleness that allows one
to pick up opportunities, while minimising the harm from
adverse unpredictable issues.
Becoming future-ready is one of the major visions
for the manufacturing industry. What will be your
recommendations to achieve the desired level?
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Being future-ready is a strategic orientation that is often
misunderstood. Companies need to plan so that they evolve
into a future that presents itself. It is not about an individual
company but an ecosystem. There is no point in one
organisation being way ahead of the rest of the ecosystem.
At BFW, we are not trying to fit into some distant future, but
have developed processes of systematic evolution so that not
just our company but the entire ecosystem of related supply
partners and associates move forward together. This allows for
a greater synchronisation.
Where do you see the Indian manufacturing heading to, in
the next 5 years?
Indian manufacturing is in a sweet spot today. We see a big
growth for manufacturing with the government vision of 25%
contribution to GDP and with a steady growth of economy
at 7% plus.
If you were to present a success story of your company,
what would you like to highlight in it?
At BFW, customer centricity, people, innovation and
partnership is built into everything we do. It is difficult to
imagine any of our major success stories without these vital
components. We recognise our people’s contribution as
immense. From the time this company was started, there
has been an emphasis on technology, which explains our
association with Fritz Werner many decades ago. Innovation
has been the driving force of our company over the last 3-4
years and the customers have responded positively to our
range of new products.
BFW is a purpose driven brand. Enabling progress has
been the cornerstone of all that we do. Implicit in it is our
commitment to our customers and focus on them and our
sense of partnership. ☐
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“Investments in mother machines
and technologies is vital”
“Manufacturing needs to be supported efficiently by research,
professional marketing, value-selling and confidence building
customer support. Only those who have the agility to absorb
these demand trends will survive in the long run.”
A P Jayanthram,
Managing Director,
Heidenhain Optics & Electronics India

What are the most essential things to make the Indian
manufacturing industry globally competitive?
As a developing economy, Indian manufacturing has to
necessarily fill up the initial step of drawing a roadmap for creating
higher living standards within the country before embarking on
the obvious next step of global competitiveness buttressed by
productivity, quality, innovation and export orientation.
The next essential thing is to make a planned effort to
increase the low share of manufacturing, which is just 16% of
our economy. This means raising the bar for produced quality
by the companies and creating a world-class manufacturing
ecosystem by the governments.
What do you think should be the Manufacturing Leadership
Approach today, in context with the volatile economy, rapidly
changing technology, increasing globalisation & competition,
and demanding customers?
Manufacturing leadership should not be content with producing
‘just enough’ quality that might satisfy today’s cost-conscious
local customer base, which by its sheer volume may keep their
factories busy and prevent them from looking outward. Volatility
in the demand pattern can only be conquered if we produce
global quality by investing in mother machines and technologies
that exporting nations use.
By 2025, it is estimated that nearly 70% of global demand for
manufactured goods will come from developing economies and
with an active information society, they will definitely upgrade
their product expectations. Only those who have the agility to
absorb these demand trends will survive in the long run.
What will be your recommendations to the manufacturing
industry to become future-ready?
Manufacturing needs to be supported by research, professional
marketing, value-selling and confidence building customer
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support. A lot of manufacturing entities in India belonging
to small & medium sector will need to accept this important
strategic shift, without which we will find it difficult to
compete globally.
Manufacturing companies will need to invest in their teams
to hold on. They have to invest in talent, whether it is in managers
who understand the impact of technologies and the effect of
changing national and international laws, or skilled production
workers and IT support that will integrate Big Data into the
manufacturing scenario to make it future-proof and efficient.
Where do you see the Indian manufacturing heading to, in
the next 5 years?
Growing scarcity of technical and managerial talent for running
manufacturing companies is a real problem, which can only
be addressed by consistent high quality training as they do
in Germany. Assuming that the economy will be managed
to ensure fair distribution of wealth, per capita incomes
can grow and create a body of Indian consumers joining the
global consuming class. Big private organisations must invest
in teaching manufacturing technology to Indians and create a
training infrastructure with global standards.
If you were to present a success story of your company, what
would you like to highlight in it?
To Indian manufacturers, we provide accuracy/productivity
enhancing elements manufactured using patented path-breaking
technologies and produced in uniquely constructed plants. These
are the same products that go into the manufacturing of top-class
mother machine tools and automation products having global
reputation. The value proposition needs to be sold and we can
proudly say that the local manufacturers are greatly benefited
by improving their product quality and accuracy by adopting
methods and components used by global leaders. ☐
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“Leaders have to develop people”
“Every manufacturing company needs to find their own
way. It starts with a passion for excellence. Then, a deep
understanding of the manufacturing process by every level
of leadership must be inculcated.
Jeff Liker,
Professor—Industrial & Operations Engg,
University of Michigan; President – Liker Lean Advisors;
Partner—The Toyota Way Academy &
Lean Leadership Institute

What are the most essential things that make the global
manufacturing industry competitive? How is the current
situation and progress in this area?
There is an interesting battle of ideologies going on in the
world of manufacturing today. One view is represented by
Industry 4.0. The vision is a completely automated factory
with sensors everywhere feeding real-time information
through the internet for control of the system. Then there is
lean manufacturing based on the Toyota Production System
(TPS) and their motto for technology is simple, slim, and
flexible. Toyota continues to go back to the basics of looking
at manufacturing as craft-based on the senses and skills of
people. Even in an automated process, Toyota wants skilled
people on the shopfloor directly observing, studying and
finding ways to improve the equipment. They view human
capabilities and the power of deep observation as more
powerful than the thinking of computers. They use many
types of sensors but continuous improvement still comes
down to the passion and skills of people on the shopfloor
directly observing.
What do you think should be the Manufacturing Leadership
Approach today, in context with the volatile economy,
rapidly changing technology, increasing globalisation &
competition, and demanding customers?
It is often heard that lean manufacturing is old school for
efficiency, but TPS was created because Toyota in the 1950s
did not have the volumes to compete with American auto
companies based on economies of scale. They needed to
compete based on flexibility and innovation. That is still
true today. For instance, Toyota will build a wider variety
of different vehicles on the same assembly line. They also
have designed new assembly lines to be very flexible to grow
and shrink, over the weekend, to adapt quickly to changes in
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demand. A one-piece flow, which Toyota always strives for,
provides the most flexibility to respond quickly to demand.
Becoming future-ready is one of the major visions
for the manufacturing industry. What will be your
recommendations to achieve the desired level?
Every manufacturing company needs to find their own
way. It starts with a passion for excellence. Then, a deep
understanding of the manufacturing process by every level of
leadership must be inculcated. Also, leaders have to develop
people not only , including shopfloor workers to be excellent
at their jobs, but also to continuously improve processes.
Toyota always goes back to basics so they want their people
to first improve processes without automation and then
figure out how computer systems can add value without
replacing deep thinking with looking to the computer to do
the thinking.
Where do you see the global manufacturing heading to, in
the next 5 years?
I believe that we will continue to see today’s trends of
some companies truly striving for a culture of continuous
improvement and others buying the latest technical
gizmos hoping automation will help them avoid the need
to be excellent.
What should be the focus area that a company should
concentrate on when presenting their success story? What
would be your recommendations to them?
For me, in a success story, we had a vision. We saw a gap in
current manufacturing system. We worked hard to close the gap
running many experiments and engaging our people. We learned
a lot and our manufacturing system is better in these ways with
these results. And we are now building on that learning. ☐
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“India will become the factory-of-the-world”
“The competitive edge for Indian manufacturing industry
rests on cost advantage, especially the design & conversion
cost, the ability to absorb technology and being innovative in
bringing in frugal approach in product design, process design
and managing varieties.”
N Ravichandran,
Chief Mentor, UCAL Fuel Syatems,
Former Executive Director, Lucas TVS

What are the most essential things that make Indian
manufacturing industry globally competitive? How is the
current situation and progress in this area?
With the help of the ‘Make In India’ initiative, India is on the
path of becoming the hub for high-tech manufacturing and
we have already started seeing the presence of global giants in
all sectors. In the next decade, India will become the ‘factory
of the world’. The cumulative FDI in India’s manufacturing
sector has reached US $70.50 billion by June 2017 and
it has the potential to reach US$ 1 trillion by 2025. The
competitive edge for Indian manufacturing industry rests on
cost advantage, especially the design & conversion cost, the
ability to absorb technology and being innovative in bringing
in frugal approach in product design, process design and
managing varieties and the manufacturing industries’ ability
to accept, understand and implement global standards.
What do you think should be the Manufacturing Leadership
Approach today, in context with the volatile economy,
rapidly changing technology, increasing globalisation &
competition and demanding customers?
The challenges in the current dynamic global scene are speedto-market with the survival of the fastest, how to increase
the value addition in a product for customers, continuous
innovation and introduction of new products, availability of
products and services on the touch of a screen and a high
level of flexibility to cater to enormous varieties.
Becoming future-ready is one of the major visions
for the manufacturing industry. What will be your
recommendations to achieve the desired level?
As per the National Manufacturing Plan, the priority for
12th Five Year Plan includes sectors that will create large
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employment; sectors that will deepen technology capabilities
in manufacturing; sectors that will provide strategic security;
manufacturing-technology sectors for energy security; capital
equipment for India’s infrastructure growth; sectors where
India has a competitive advantage and the MSME sector.
Among these sectors, aerospace, shipping and the food
industry have to be focused in the next five years vigorously
for a breakthrough growth in these sectors, whereas the other
sectors will be having an organic growth.
Where do you see the Indian manufacturing heading to in
the next 5 years?
We will be seeing more digitalisation and IoT across the
organisations and service sectors. It has to be tailor-made
and adapted to our culture and ethos. At the same time, the
Indian manufacturing industry will be seeing attainment of
speed, efficiency, quality and responsiveness to customers
and also lot of initiatives will be seen on the value stream
mapping from inbound to manufacturing units to outbound
to servicing, with significant focus on logistics. India will
continue to attract international players.
What should be the focus area that a company should
concentrate on when presenting their success story? What
would be your recommendations to them?
It is important for successful Indian companies to share the
models they have used and their applicability. There are several
approaches for success—TQM, TPM, Lean, Theory of Constraints,
etc. However, the company has to be clear which approach they
will take based on the company’s culture and the product and
process portfolios. What India needs is highly skilled, committed
and passionate engagement with excellence as goal. This can be
achieved only through strong leadership and work ethics. ☐
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“Self-disruption is better than being disrupted”
“It is important for leadership to constantly be on the watch
as to what can make their products or processes obsolete
and to innovate newer and better ideas that make their
existing products & processes obsolete and replace them”
Sanjeev Baitmangalkar,
Strategy & Lean Management Consultant,
Stratmann Consulting

What are the most essential things that make the Indian
manufacturing industry globally competitive? How is the
current situation and progress in this area?
The best strategy to gain competitive advantage is to become
a ‘true lean’ company. One will then have good designs built
by excellent processes that are handled by well-trained learning
workmen engaged in continuous improvement making them
highly productive. This will help reduce costs and will allow
delivery of excellent quality reliable products at competitive
prices and help retain customers.
The process of achieving cost leadership in lean
transformation positions companies in responding to the
mechanics of buyer power. When suppliers are integrated into
the business process as partners, the effects of supplier power are
negated and the levels of resilience, responsiveness and agility
that a true lean company achieves enables it to respond quickly
to product & process changes. Lean develops strong internal
competitive factors, such as strengths and core competences;
good personal values of implementers across the value chain
and when combined together, these help to encash external
opportunities or quickly overcome threats, while meeting other
societal expectations.
What do you think should be the Manufacturing Leadership
Approach today in context with the volatile economy, rapidly
changing technology, increasing globalisation & competition
and demanding customers?
Volatility and change can be best responded from a state of
open mind, agility and nimbleness. This is best achieved by
being a true lean manufacturer. Lean is an end-to-end solution.
The demand-pull system of lean addresses volatility better than
any other form of business or manufacturing process.
Becoming future-ready is one of the major visions
for the manufacturing industry. What will be your
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recommendations to achieve the desired level?
It is important for the leadership to constantly be on the watch
as to what can make their products or processes obsolete and
to innovate newer and better ideas that make their existing
products and processes obsolete and replace them. Selfdisruption is better than being disrupted. Being future-ready
means investing in serious research and development. The
future vision that a manufacturing industry should have is
how to make products better, cheaper, faster, at lower costs,
more reliable, failure proofed, safe, environmentally-friendly,
easy to move and relocate, without disposal hazards, etc. Lean
manufacturing again is the best way forward to achieve this.
Where do you see the Indian manufacturing heading to, in the
next 5 years?
The 2020-2030 decade will see tremendous changes. As autos
go electric, auto component companies will be disrupted. They
will clamour for ideas putting pressure on other segments as
new entrants. As 3D replaces machining, it will also disrupt
foundries and forge plants. AI, machine learning, IoT, etc will
disrupt many current processes. Softwares running business
processes or ERP systems will undergo changes to become more
user-friendly, simpler and less expensive.
What should be the focus area that a company should
concentrate on when presenting their success story? What
would be your recommendations to them?
Success stories and case studies are presented in different
formats. When an organisation succeeds, it is not that they knew
what to do from start. One of the things that must be shared
is what they did not see coming and how they encountered &
overcame such situations. Organisations don’t succeed, people
do; people don’t succeed, their attitudes, thinking and routine
do. One should not focus only on the structural side, but should
also present the human side of it. ☐
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“Invest in acquiring & learning
latest technologies”
“Indian manufacturing industries have to push for in-house
R&D efforts to develop new technologies, which are not
available in India due to many restrictions, with the help
of IITs & other renowned institutions, whose graduates
are showing their capabilities on the global arena.”
NK Dhand,
Chairman,
Micromatic Grinding Technologies

What are the most essential things that make the Indian
manufacturing industry globally competitive? How is the
current situation and progress in this area?
The two most essential things that make the Indian manufacturing
industry globally competitive are low cost & abundant engineering
talent as well as a good understanding of the global manufacturing
industry’s quality standards, practices like Lean, Six sigma, etc.
Also, the ability to learn and adapt the latest manufacturing tools
& techniques is essential. Besides these, a vast population also
makes India an attractive destination for the world manufacturing
leaders. However, the progress is slow due to several GOI &
state’s policy issues, which still render ‘Doing business in India’
is very difficult. An important issue is the slow progress in raising
the ‘Employability standards of engineering graduates’. In spite of
many GOI initiatives like ‘Skill India’, ‘Digital India’ etc, it’s not
making much headway as implementation remains poor. This
leads to many global leaders setting up their own training centres,
thus, slowing down the scaling up process. In spite of these
limitations, many global companies are choosing leaders amongst
the Indian manufacturers to outsource their manufacturing so as
to reduce costs.
What do you think should be the Manufacturing Leadership
Approach today, in context with the volatile economy,
rapidly changing technology, increasing globalisation &
competition and demanding customers?
The leadership approach to meet these challenges is to focus
on nurturing talent & continuous skill upgradation of the
workforce and investing in acquiring and learning the latest
technologies as much as possible. Globalisation and rapid
technological changes are here to stay and market challenges
can be met only if we are mentally prepared for the same.
The whole organisation has to adopt a completely recharged
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mindset of ‘Thinking new i.e. cheaper, better & faster’. As
for new technologies, which are not available in India due to
many restrictions, Indian manufacturing industries have to
push for in-house R&D efforts to develop them with the help
of IITs & other renowned institutions, whose graduates are
showing their capabilities on the global arena.
Becoming future-ready is one of the major visions
for the manufacturing industry. What will be your
recommendations to achieve the desired level?
Being future-ready implies ‘thinking new’. All the
manufacturing resources, plant, equipment and infrastructure
must be ‘future ready’, i.e. smart enough to produce with
minimum cost inputs and renewable energy requirements,
zero changeover, downtime and maintenance.
Where do you see the Indian manufacturing heading to, in
the next 5 years?
India has a high growth potential in manufacturing. However,
this advantage needs to be nurtured and cultivated both
within the country by making it a technologically advanced
manufacturing nation and outside by being able to innovate
and customise local people’s needs in those countries.
If you were to present a success story of your company,
what would you like to highlight in it?
Our company's success as one of the leading grinding machine
tool company in the country for the past 10 years has taken
nearly 35 years to achieve since its beginning in 1973. This
success can be attributed to our focus on nurturing talent
& continuous skill upgradation at all levels, investing in
acquiring & learning the latest technologies and in-house
R&D with strong academic collaboration and support. ☐
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“Manufacturing leaders will have
to be thinkers”
“The SME entrepreneurs will have to rapidly transit over
midway stops in their journey from aspirations to dreams,
dreams to focused businesses, focused businesses to firing
ambition and from ambition to growth”
Shailesh Sheth,
A Corporate Strategy Advisor,
Past President, IMTMA

What are the most essential things that make Indian
manufacturing globally competitive? How is the current
situation and progress in this area?
There are four key thrusts that come to the fore. The first one is
resource efficiency, which helps reduce complexity and keeps
it simple, delivers greater performance using less inputs, does
not over-engineer, and overall, pursues the principle of ‘morefor-less’. The second key is building scale, which helps reduce
the risk of restricted geographic market spread by building scale
and pursuing the concept of ‘Make in India – sell to the world’.
Without exposing products to global markets, our Q/C/D
parameters will remain lethargic. The third consideration
includes increased R&D spend; no authentic figures are
available but the popular perception is that the Indian industry
spends 0.5% against global average of close to 4.0%. The final
key point is lowest time and the cost and design-to-delivery.
With demographic advantage and engineering talent available,
manufacturing leadership has to define pathway to develop new
products faster, cheaper and better.
What do you think should be the Manufacturing Leadership
Approach today, in context with volatile economy, rapidly
changing technology, increasing globalisation and
competition and demanding customers?
Everyone knows that the emerging world will be a VUCA
scene (volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous). Longterm planning will get tossed out of the window. Yet,
manufacturing leadership will be called upon to grapple and
stay ahead of technology disruptions, changing customer
preferences, wild fluctuations in input costs, etc. The
manufacturing manager will have to decide his CapEx Plan
that will not be disrupted before ROI is assured. So, he will
have to be future ready, epitomising a blend of thinking,
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creation and futurology.
Becoming future ready is one of the major visions
for manufacturing industry. What will be your
recommendation to achieve desired level?
Manufacturing will play a key role in permitting India to
cash in on its demographic dividend. Needless to say, India’s
manufacturing has to sharpen its rough edges and discover a
new innovative approach to become globally competitive. Over
the last decade, though no new jobs were created, productivity
has dramatically shot up. Yet, Indian manufacturing is too
domesticated, sitting in its comfort zone of rising domestic
consumption lead growth. Indian industry will have to compete
globally to prove its world-class credentials because that is what
Indian consumers are now demanding. ‘Go global’ should be
the mantra.
Where do you see the Indian Manufacturing heading to, in
the next 5 years?
We have so far covered only tactical issues. The real
differentiator will come from our strategic outlook towards
manufacturing. Most people in this sector are only productiondriven. This will not do in the future. Manufacturing leaders
will have to be ‘thinkers’ who are able to foresee and script all
elements of their company’s sustainable competitiveness.
What should be the focus area that a company should
concentrate on when presenting their success story? What
would be your recommendation to them?
The SME entrepreneurs will have to rapidly transit over
midway stops in their journey from aspirations to dreams,
dreams to focused businesses, focused businesses to firing
ambition and from ambition to growth. ☐
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“Smart manufacturing is on a
transformation journey”
“Future-ready factories are those that have adopted
profitable and innovative manufacturing practices,
thereby, enabling optimal resource utilisation with a
continuously shrinking carbon footprint”
BC Rao,
Managing Director,
Kennametal India

What are the most essential things to make the Indian
manufacturing industry globally competitive? How is the
current situation and progress in this area?
Some of the challenges of the Indian manufacturing sector
include lack of scale and its labour-intensive nature. In the past,
Indian manufacturers have resorted to the use of low-cost labour
to offset the high capital cost requirements. However, with
rising wages, this situation is changing and the current trend is
witnessing the setting up of new manufacturing plants involving
large-scale low cost automation techniques. Some fundamental
aspects of production like efficient line balancing, lean plant
layout, process de-bottlenecking, low-cost automation and
semi-automation techniques in shopfloor need to be pursued.
Another essential aspect which requires to be focused upon is
skilled man power, which is always in short supply.
What do you think should be the Manufacturing Leadership
Approach today, in context with the volatile economy, rapidly
changing technology, increasing globalisation & competition
and demanding customers?
We are living in an increasingly volatile, uncertain, complex and
ambiguous (VUCA) world. Although the leadership challenges
in an increasingly VUCA world are significant, they are not
in-surmountable for those who are willing to look beyond old
thinking and approaches. Disruptive changes like the one we are
all faced with demand a different style of leadership—one which
actively engages with uncertainty. VUCA leadership focuses
on three key aspects. The first aspect involves a shared vision.
VUCA leadership demands that everyone supports the vision
and thoroughly understands their part in it. Collaboration
is another key aspect of this style of leadership. Fostering an
agile culture is the third important feature of VUCA leadership.
Leaders must be keen to assess their corporate culture, to better
understand why things happen as they do in the organisation.
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The right culture will promote and reward the desired behaviour
and this will help to attract and retain talented employees.
Becoming future-ready is one of the major visions for the
manufacturing industry. What will be your recommendations
to achieve the desired level?
Smart manufacturing is on a transformation journey. Flexible
factories and demand-driven supply chains will change
manufacturing processes to allow manufacturers to customise
products to individual needs. Future-ready factories are those
that have adopted profitable and innovative manufacturing
practices, thereby, enabling optimal resource utilisation with a
continuously shrinking carbon footprint.
Where do you see the Indian manufacturing heading to in the
next 5 years?
Under the ‘Make in India’ initiative, the Government of India
aims to increase the share of the manufacturing sector to a
GDP of 25% by 2022. Business conditions in the country’s
manufacturing sector remain positive. India is expected to rank
amongst the top three growth economies and manufacturing
destination of the world by 2020.
If you were to present a success story of your company, what
would you like to highlight in it?
Kennametal firmly believes and continues to invest in innovation
led growth path, which is going to shape the future. To meet the
growing demands, Kennametal invented an advanced process
planning cloud enabled software known as NOVO. This brings in
a lot of synergy right from correct tool selection, advisor menu for
a given application to supply chain logistics and online ordering.
There is a seamless integration and many customers and channel
partners around the globe are benefited from this tool, which
drastically improves the overall efficiency. ☐
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“We need to catch up with global players”
“Our government must create conditions for acquiring
technologies and should help in closing deals on units,
which are under stress and are looking for buyers. We must
also re-think our machine designs and provide at least the
bare minimum features that the customer requires.”
Manjit Singh Matharoo,
CEO,
Matharoo & Matharoo Inc

What are the most essential things that make the Indian
manufacturing industry globally competitive? How is the
current situation and progress in this area?
Cheap labour and skill & cost of infrastructure are still the
two most important factors that make the Indian machine
tool competitive. Lack of skill and technology gaps are
hampering this sector’s growth. Fiscal challenge and higher
investment is holding back this sector. We are still 50%
behind our own requirement of machine tools. With all
sectors looking up, the Indian machine tool sector is poised
for growth. The government has, for the first time, had a
serious look at this sector.
What do you think should be the Manufacturing Leadership
Approach today, in context with the volatile economy,
rapidly changing technology, increasing globalisation &
competition, and demanding customers?
We need to capture the openings provided by the railways,
aerospace, defence, infrastructure, shipping and power
sectors. We also need to have better and bigger machining
facilities. Our government must create conditions for
acquiring technologies and should help in closing deals on
units, which are under stress and are looking for buyers. We
must also re-think our machine designs and provide at least
the bare minimum features that the customer requires.

Becoming future-ready is one of the major visions
for the manufacturing industry. What will be your
recommendations to achieve the desired level?
To become future-ready, it is necessary to invest more in
technology, design, machining infrastructure and material
selections and to see that more of robotics is involved.
Where do you see the Indian manufacturing heading to in
the next 5 years?
The future bodes well for the machine tool industry. India
is still lying far behind and needs to catch up with the global
players. As India is amongst the fastest growing economies
in the world and the government is focused on seeing that
it achieves a double-digit growth rate, it is important for the
machine tool industry to gear up for this as it is going to play
a huge role in this growth.
If you were to present a success story of your company,
what would you like to highlight in it?
Our company’s objective has been to stay ahead of the
competition and meet the demands of the customer &
market. We keenly watch the industry and the rapid changing
demands of the end-user. The introduction of new models
and technologies to match the imported machines by the
leaders in our sector has always kept us in the lead. ☐
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“Create a culture to achieve
operational excellence”
“Some of the factors to have success are proximity to
customers, offering robust, reliable and affordable products
suited to the Indian market. The Indian industry can improve
competitiveness for manufacturing with a strong focus on
lean management, zero defect culture and work safety.
CR Sudheendra,
President—India,
United Grinding

What are the most essential things that make the Indian
manufacturing industry globally competitive? How is the
current situation and progress in this area?
In order to increase production competitiveness in India,
distinctive improvements in terms of productivity, quality and
operational excellence are required. The salary level in India
is comparatively low but combined with a gap in productivity
and the inflation against global competitors, the cost advantage
is shrinking. The mindset of Indian manufacturers have to
change from ‘best quality means high costs’ to ‘poor quality
means high costs’. Continuous improvements, work safety,
flexibility and agility should become a culture to achieve
operational excellence.
What do you think should be the Manufacturing Leadership
Approach today, in context with the volatile economy,
rapidly changing technology, increasing globalisation &
competition, and demanding customers?
India already is, and surely, will become a global manufacturing
hub for many companies. The Indian industry needs to manage,
use and adapt to the VUCA (volatility, uncertainty, complexity
and ambiguity) world. Some of the factors to have success
for business in India are proximity to customers, offering
robust, reliable and affordable products suited to the Indian
market. The Indian industry can improve competitiveness for
manufacturing with a strong focus on lean management, zero
defect culture and work safety.
Becoming future-ready is one of the major visions for the
manufacturing industry. What will be your recommendations
to achieve the desired level?
Industry 4.0 is the talk of the town everywhere. India has an
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excellent base for Industry 4.0 due to the availability of IT talent &
capacity. India can greatly benefit from this advantage but before
that, our workforce and leaders getting qualified is important.
Where do you see the Indian manufacturing heading to in the
next 5 years?
India’s GDP in the last decade has grown on an average by
7.5% per year. The forecast till 2025 projects between 6% and
8%. With this in mind, India belongs to the fastest growing
economies in the world. India is set to become the fifth largest
manufacturing country in the world by the end of 2020.
The government has initiated the ‘Make in India’ programme
in order to increase the manufacturing output from 16% to 25% of
GDP by 2022. The Indian automotive sector, which is the largest
buyer of metal cutting machines, accounts for 7% of India’s GDP.
This is expected to increase to 12% by the year 2026.
The National Electric Mobility Mission 2020 has a vision
to sell more than 6 million hybrid & electric vehicles annually
by 2020, which will open up new avenues for investment and
manufacturing. With these possibilities, exciting times are
ahead for manufacturing in India.
If you were to present a success story of your company, what
would you like to highlight in it?
Selling machine solutions is our business. But it gives us even
greater satisfaction when we are able to increase the productivity
in our customer’s plant. Our motivation is to increase our
customers’ competitiveness. We have many success stories.
In one such successful venture, we were able to reduce the
production time by half and part set-up time by more than 70%
with one of our customers in Coimbatore by providing our
machine solutions. ☐
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“Focus on R&D to develop
futuristic products”
“It is important to focus on feasibility of production and
quality. One should benchmark their technology with
contemporary technology in developed nations, both in
terms of products and processes.”
KV Suresh,
Country Head,
ZF India

What are the most essential things that make the Indian
manufacturing industry globally competitive? How is the
current situation and progress in this area?
India’s manufacturing industry is one of the most competitive
industries in the world. India’s talent pool of highly qualified
professionals and abundance of labour makes it an ideal
environment to set-up facilities. With a strong R&D base and
developing infrastructure, manufacturers in India are able to
make products that meet the global quality standards. The
Indian economy has got worldwide recognition due to the
‘Make in India’ initiative. This initiative has been pushing
companies to invest and emphasise on local manufacturing
in India. With the current policies, India is on the path of
becoming the hub for global manufacturing giants.
What do you think should be the Manufacturing Leadership
Approach today, in context with the volatile economy,
rapidly changing technology, increasing globalisation &
competition and demanding customers?
With the changing times, one should not be apprehensive
about experimenting or taking risks but at the same time, it
should be strategic. There is no harm in taking calculative
risks. The major focus should be on R&D to develop
futuristic products that have new offerings for the customers.
However, as important as it is to embrace new technology
and put it to use, it is equally important to focus on feasibility
of production and quality. One should benchmark their
technology with contemporary technology in developed
nations, both in terms of products and processes.
Becoming future-ready is one of the major visions
for the manufacturing industry. What will be your
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recommendations to achieve the desired level?
Companies have to be future-ready to sustain competition
in the market and stay relevant. Manufacturers must
embrace advance manufacturing technologies like Additive
Manufacturing, advanced robotics, Industrial Internet
of things (IIOT) and augmented reality for improved
productivity. Quality consistency should be maintained at all
stages to retain customers and do good business.
Where do you see the Indian manufacturing heading to, in
the next 5 years?
Technology is going to disrupt the Indian manufacturing
industry in the coming years. With advanced solutions,
manufacturers can increase efficiency, get better output,
increase productivity and sell bigger volumes. Automation
will take over production lines so there will be less margin of
error. India will play a pivotal role in the global manufacturing
scenario. In the next five years, India will be a major sourcing
hub for manufacturing and exports globally.
If you were to present a success story of your company,
what would you like to highlight in it?
The FY2016-17 was a good year for ZF. Sales in 2016 increased
by 20.6% globally. ZF India has been able to increase the market
share in the business. The volumes in the product lines which are
established have grown organically and we have also been able to
add new customers. On the products which are getting launched,
both the teething problems in both manufacturing and the
application are getting addressed. We expect these products also
to grow in the immediate future. We also recently set up our first
technology centre, which is being increasingly recognised for its
diverse talent pool for global development projects. ☐
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“Need to invest in the latest innovations”
“For Indian manufacturing to remain competitive, we
need to keep abreast of the latest trends and ensure we are
reaping the benefits of automation, better data analytics
and lights out production offer”
Kishore AP
Country Manager – India
ANCA Machine Tools

What are the most essential things to make the Indian
manufacturing industry globally competitive? How is the
current situation and progress in this area?
India has moved away from its traditional socialist system
and accelerated efforts to liberalise economic reforms. The
country’s healthcare systems, under-developed physical
infrastructure, and policy & regulatory environments need
to develop. We also need to improve the safety at work sites,
which will be achieved through continuous education and
commitment from all levels from senior management to
manufacturing workers.
For Indian manufacturing to remain competitive, we need
to keep abreast of these trends and ensure we are reaping the
benefits of automation, better data analytics and lights out
production offer. For example, since 2014 the number of our
customers ordering machines with robot loaders has increased
from 10% to 50%. Robotics now have greater capabilities
and more flexible applications in the grinding process. With
increased capability, simple automated loading applications
have been followed by wheelpack changes and other possibilities.
What do you think should be the Manufacturing Leadership
Approach today, in context with the volatile economy,
rapidly changing technology, increasing globalisation &
competition, and demanding customers?
Rapid changing technology demands rapid technological
innovation. In the past five to ten years, advanced manufacturing
technologies have altered long-standing patterns of productivity
and employment. Improved air and sea transportation has also
impacted by greatly accelerating the worldwide flow of people
and goods. Leading the adoption of new technology, enabling
better sharing of industry knowledge and acquiring the best
talent are key to taking advantage of this new era of globalisation.
While this presents challenges, it is pushing the manufacturing
industry to think outside of the box.
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Becoming future-ready is one of the major visions
for the manufacturing industry. What will be your
recommendations to achieve the desired level?
We know that greater automation, connected machines and
advanced software solutions are key for any manufacturing
company to get ahead. As technology continues to advance,
things are changing more rapidly than expected. Relying on
outdated equipment and manual processes is going to put
businesses behind rather than ahead. But on the flip side, the
possibilities with new technology are limitless which is why
it is crucial to invest in the latest innovations if you want to
be future-ready.
Where do you see the Indian manufacturing heading to, in the
next 5 years?
The future is bright. However, we need to ensure we are cultivating
the brightest minds in the industry. Government programmes
like ‘Skill India’ and ‘Make in India’ will help us build our local
knowledge and capabilities.
If you were to present a success story of your company,
what would you like to highlight in it?
Our office at Bengaluru enables us to improve our customer
service, spare parts delivery and machine demonstration
& training. The larger facility along with a substantial
investment in a local software R&D team also allows us the
ability to respond to our customers’ needs immediately.
Every day, we strive to be an agile world class leader in
supplying innovative technology. We invest in our design
to ensure we are known for being a manufacturer of high
quality and innovative products & solutions for our Indian
customers. The investment in local facilities and a local
service team has resulted in a 40% increase of sales with
new customers – a major achievement for our team and
business. ☐
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Manufacturing tests for automotive electronics
Having gained steady growth worldwide in terms of percentage
value of total vehicle cost, automotive electronics has been facing
manufacturing test challenges faced earlier by other areas of
automobile manufacturing, like fabrication, mechanical assembly,
electrical components and hydraulic systems. A typical example is
the Electronic Control Unit (ECU) that has come to be the heart of
the modern automobile. A read on…
The modern automobile has several ECUs each of which
receives inputs from various sensors and sends commands to
multiple actuators. Further, it communicates with other ECUs
of related subsystems. Some implement performance critical
functions such as fuel-injection and ignition-timing, whereas
others control safety critical functions such as Anti-skid Braking
(ABS) and Electronic Stability Control (ESC). An automated
manufacturing test station for the ECU is therefore significantly
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complex in design, involving several pieces of instrumentation,
sensor simulation and multiple communication protocols.
Take a mid-size OEM, for instance, that sells around
100,000 vehicles annually. Considering engine control
function alone, it means that their tier-1 vendor needs to
supply (at least) an equal number of ECUs. The manufacturing
rate would be around 8 ECUs per hour, assuming 24x7
operations in 3 shifts, for which four parallel assembly lines
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ESU test-station software

would imply less than 30 minutes to manufacture 1 ECU!
The time budget for testing at the End-of-Line (EoL) is
even shorter. The operator would get less than 1 minute
typically, including loading, executing automated tests,
knowing pass or fail, printing and affixing bar code for passed
unit (or placing failed unit into reject/rework bin), unloading
and ready to load the next unit! Different versions of the ECU
that are simultaneously in production bring on additional
complexity. The operator would have to reconfigure tests each
time for a different version, typically within 4 minutes.

What about ECUs for the upcoming wave of electric
vehicles (and hybrids) that are predicted to transform the
entire motoring landscape forever? Not to forget the twowheeler (and three-wheeler) segments, which under the
rapidly closing time window of emission control regulations
(Bharat Stage-VI in India has a 2020 deadline currently!) will
be forced to switch to ECU-based engine control in a few
years’ time in order to continue selling legally.

Potential stakeholders

Here’s where some visibility into the design of ECU test
station provided insights into accelerating its development.
Certain parts of the test station always remain very specific to the
particular ECU design, like the ECU’s connector for which the
test station provides a mating connector. However, considerable
amount of functionality remains common and is very generic, for
instance, the Human Machine Interface (HMI), which is the
main operator visible part that he sees and operates continuously.
Another example is inter-ECU communication capability over
multiple automotive bus standards and messaging protocols.
Expertise in vehicle diagnostics, testing and simulation
techniques enables modular development of common
functionality (hardware and software) as a generic test
platform. The design of a test station for a new ECU is,
therefore, reduced to customising the platform for the design
specifics of that ECU. Mapping the test platform to the custom
requirements of the specific ECU along with competence in
digital/mixed signal hardware design enables quick
customisation of specialised parts of the test station, thereby,
accelerating cost-effective development.

Let us now examine where this challenge could be acute in
the industry versus where it might be non-existent. Any tier-1
manufacturer (or OEM) already in the supply-chain would
already have solved this challenge in their factory floor and if
not, then they would hardly be selling! However, a new ECU
design just getting into production may not enjoy a similar
‘steady state’, be it part of a new vehicle brand that an OEM
plans to introduce or be it related to an additional feature that is
being introduced for the first time for a new variant of a model,
like, adaptive cruise control.
In these scenarios, does the tier-1 manufacturer, while in the
process of taking the new design through the NPI process, have
the required bandwidth to design the test station as well? In the
case of technology transfer of ECU design from a global principal,
does the manufacturer have in-house expertise in the early stages
to develop a test station on time before pilot production starts? In
the alternative scenario of in-house development, does the
manufacturer really have the resources, bandwidth and the
timeframe to design and manufacture the test station before the
design passes all the type tests and hits production? Alternatively,
do their existing test station vendors for other components, like
starter motors, tilting mirror assemblies or instrument clusters
have the necessary expertise to design such a complex test station?
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Design reuse for ECU test stations

Ergonomics, configurability
Panel push-buttons to start automated test sequence,
lamps to display test-in-progress status and hooters/lamps to
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alert failed tests make the operations intuitive to operators.
The mounting, orientation, peripherals for viewing/printing
and display properties are all ergonomically designed, optimal
for continuous usage by operators. Routine and rough/careless
usage by operators constitutes a really harsh environment
especially for parts such as the ECU’s mating connector, so the
design ruggedness has to stand the test of months of continuous
loading and unloading operations.

All of it comes together finally in the hands of the operator,
who after loading an ECU has less than 1 minute to run the
tests to know if it is a pass or a fail. Pass is good news always as
the ECU gets a bar-coded label stuck on it and moves forward
to the next stage. However, fail is hardly the end of the road. In
order to keep the rejection costs low, failed units need to be
repaired without delay for which the test station provides
precise troubleshooting assistance.

Flash it first, then test it

Conclusion

Another closely related area for manufacturing test
efficiency is ECU flashing. Once an ECU completes electronic
assembly, operators first use a flashing tool to download
firmware into it without which it cannot be tested. The design
of ECU flashing unit is similarly accelerated by a generic
flashing (hardware and software) framework. The only design
input required from the manufacturer is the algorithm for
unlocking the ECU for flashing. The customer’s (or principal’s)
confidentiality of this critical algorithm could be protected by
including it as a library (in binary form) so that source code
containing proprietary logic does not get revealed.

As has been proven at multiple manufacturers’ already,
differentiation between generic/re-usable versus specialised
parts of the test station design avoids the need for re-inventing
manufacturing test station for every ECU design. However,
complete assurance of the customer’s IP is an implied and
absolute requirement for the test station designer to honour.
Finally, experience and proven track record of installing
ECU test stations on factory floors and supporting production
personnel in the usage and fine-tuning of these systems are
prerequisites to ensuring efficient and trouble-free operation
for the entire production lifecycle of the ECU. ☐
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Reduce costs
& strengthen
performance with
bearing repair
Bearing repair is a green maintenance procedure, requiring minimal energy input and
significantly reducing raw material consumption when compared to manufacturing new
bearings. The application story highlights how a bearing re-manufactured can cost from
20 to 60% less than the cost of a new bearing.
When compared to manufacturing new bearings, lead-times
are significantly reduced with bearing repair. This is significant
as shorter lead times can increase uptime. Our experts affirm
that fact that repaired bearings are as good as new.
Depending on the type of repair, research has shown that it is
possible to restore the full, useful life of bearings. A bearing is
repairable multiple times, extending its service life and improving
the overall cost of operation without sacrificing quality.

Maximising value of bearing repair services
One can significantly reduce their overall cost of operation by
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building a critical spares inventory. With new bearings in
operation, the out-of-service bearings can be sent for repair.
When it is time to replace bearings, one can install the
remanufactured part from the inventory, avoiding stock-outs and
costly downtime. As this cycle repeats, you continue to lower
your costs and reduce operational downtime.
With each repair cycle, one can save between 20 to 60% of the
cost of replacing the bearing. Repairing the same bearing twice
could help you to cover the cost of a new bearing.
Specialising in bearing repair, Timken has a dedicated team of
bearing repair experts. This team employs strict standards and
quality control in the remanufacturing process. In addition, the
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Spherical roller installation

repaired bearing is backed by a warranty. While some bearing
repair methods consist of just a cosmetic honing, the company
takes extra steps to help extend the life of the bearing.

Identifying if a bearing needs repair
The repair experts help identify the type of bearing damage,
determine the root-cause and recommend the best repair
method. Some of the signs or reasons that a bearing may need
repair include during routine maintenance, the bearing is
deemed ‘ready for replacement’; it exceeds an operating
temperature of 200°F (93°C); it has exposure to excessive
vibration; it experiences a sudden drop or gain in lubrication; it
emits excessive noise and loses bearing seal integrity.
Regardless of the original manufacturer, most types of
bearings can be repaired including ball bearings, class 3
precision bearings (all types), cross roller bearings, cylindrical
roller bearings, spherical roller bearings, tapered roller bearings,
thrust bearings (all types) and triple ring bearings.

Repair methods
Generally suited for bearings with a 12” interior diameter
(ID) and larger, our repair methods are comprehensive,
methodical and extensive, often using grinding operations to
remove damage below the surface and restore bearing geometry.
Sometimes, smaller bearings are good candidates for repair,
depending on the type of repair needed. Some of our repair
methods include:
Recertification (Type 1): Bearing assemblies cleaned, examined,
measured for verification of internal clearances, inspected,
preserved and packaged. This process is used to recertify a
bearing for service – generally applying to an unused product
with an outdated shelf life.
Reconditioning (Type 2): Bearing assemblies cleaned,
examined, polished, honed or tumbled to remove minor surface
defects (primarily rust or corrosion), measured for verification
of internal clearances, inspected, preserved and packaged.
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Remanufacturing (Type 3): Bearing assemblies cleaned,
examined, raceways reground, new roller sets and major
components manufactured and replaced as required, internal
clearances reset, inspected, preserved and packaged. Regrinding
raceways requires the manufacture of oversized rollers to
compensate for the removed material and to maintain bearing
geometry and clearance where radial internal clearance is
critical. When lateral clearance is critical, oversized rollers, new
spacers or additional shims are provided.
Typically used for bearings with a 3” – 8” ID (larger,
economical quantities required), bearing assemblies are cleaned
and polished using the proprietary vibratory process, inspected,
preserved and packaged. Special features can be added including
advanced coatings to existing or new bearing assemblies to
enhance performance, retrofit to special applications or upgrade
to the most recent product designs.
Upgrade with ES coatings means that this advanced coating
technology will help to prevent bearings from peeling in areas
where roller skidding occurs, typically under low load and speed
conditions. Skidding breaks through the lubricant film of a
bearing, leading to premature damage to rollers and races. This
protection can lead to greater uptime and performance.

Standard procedures
As a standard practice, replacement or remanufacturing
rolling elements depending on their condition. New rolling
elements meet or exceed manufacturer’s requirements for
material, geometry and surface finish. Each rolling element is
100% visually and dimensionally inspected and tested in
accordance with all applicable OEM specifications. Every bearing,
upon completion of repairs, undergoes extensive visual and
dimensional inspection in accordance with Timken-approved
procedures and OEM acceptance criteria (where available).
Bearing repair is a green maintenance procedure, requiring
minimal energy input and significantly reducing raw material
consumption, when compared to manufacturing new bearings. ☐
Courtesy: Timken
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Efficient bearing design through simulation
Bearings are an important element to many machines, as they
reduce friction between two objects, allowing moving parts to
move more smoothly. The article discusses how multiphysics
simulation meets design challenges for the bearing industry.
Bearings are critical components in the smooth operation of
equipment such as industrial machinery and their response to
operating temperature and other effects like cavitation and
shear thinning play a significant role in overall performance.
These small, unassuming parts prevent friction between
components during relative movement, carrying loads between
a rotor and its case with as little wear as possible and ultimately
extending equipment lifetime through reduced fatigue.
With increasing performance, efficiency, and reliability needs
from equipment manufacturers come demands for newer and
better bearings. Due to more recent factors such as fuel
consumption and environmental impact, the demand for low
friction bearings has earned particularly high priority. Industrial
applications require high-performance bearings to offer reliable
operation at high speeds, motion accuracy, low power loss, and
minimal noise levels. On the material side, high wear resistance,
toughness, and excellent fatigue resistance are also critical needs.
Even small variations in the complex interactions between a
damaged bearing and the rest of a system can result in
multicomponent system failure—extending the significance of
bearing reliability beyond simply the bearings themselves.
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Prashant Srivastava
Product Manager
(Rotor Dynamics Module)
COMSOL Multiphysics

Hence, a holistic design approach has become a necessity.
Designers must focus on load-carrying capacity, but also the
effects of temperature rise, power loss, misalignment, starvation
in the bearings, housing flexibility, vibration and stability of the
equipment, speed variations, and thermal expansion when
predicting a bearing’s performance. Simulation tools like the
COMSOL Multiphysics® software allow engineers to account
for the impact of various physics phenomena simultaneously,
help in assessing the significance of such variables early in the
design process, and let manufacturers reduce the number of
prototype iterations before finalising their products.

Oil film bearing design: An Example
We will see that many design considerations must be taken
into account in order to reach the optimal configuration of a
bearing system. As an example, the simple shaft bearing system
shown in Figure (1) contains oil film bearings as end supports.
We’ll take a look at the thermal, fluid, and mechanical
behaviour of the entire system and study how these different
questions are interdependent.
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Figure 1: Geometry of the rotor
bearing system under analysis

Operating temperature and viscosity
Shearing of the lubricant due to relative motion between
the shaft and bearings causes viscous heat dissipation in the
bearing, increasing the operating temperature. Heat generated
in the lubricant is conducted to the shaft and bearing surfaces,
and finally convected to the atmosphere through the exposed
regions. The overall heat balance determines the equilibrium
temperature of the lubricant. Additionally, the viscosity of the
lubricant depends on the operating temperature and the
shearing rate, so these factors must also be considered when
determining the equilibrium temperature. Both of these effects
reduce the load-carrying capacity of the bearing.
Figure 2(a) shows the effect of temperature and shear thinning
on the minimum film thickness, which reduces by 5 to 6 percent
when the length-to-radius ratio reaches 2. A lower minimum film
thickness indicates lower load-carrying capacity and also poses
difficulties in avoiding dry lubrication conditions for tighter
manufacturing tolerances. A higher aspect ratio between length
and radius can compensate for the reduction in the load-carrying
capacity and avoid the dry lubrication conditions.
Another effect of the reduced film thickness is higher pressure
gradients. This can cause cavitation problems in the bearings and
increased leakage, as shown in Figure 2(b). Longer bearings can
be used to minimise the leakage, which of course avoids wasted
lubricant, but also increases the recirculation of heated lubricant
in the bearing—thus increasing the overall operating temperature.
To mitigate this, a separate outlet port for removing hot oil
from the bearing system and an inlet for supplying a cool oil
can work together to ensure a lower operating temperature.
Hot oil taken from the system may be filtered, cooled, and
returned to the bearing to minimise lubricant waste.
At the cost of reduced performance, one positive effect of
the temperature rise and shear thinning is a reduction in the
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heat generated in the bearing, as shown in Figure 2(c).
Increasing the length-to-radius aspect ratio again increases
the heat loss, because more lubricant experiences shear.
Thus, the operating temperature also increases for higher
aspect ratios as shown in Figure 2(d).
This study clearly demonstrates that the temperaturedependent viscosity and the shear thinning effect reduce the
overall operating temperature but also the load-carrying
capacity of the bearing. As the lubricant viscosity decreases with
increases in temperature, the viscous heat generated in the
lubricant is reduced, thus reducing the overall temperature rise.
Hence, dependence of the viscosity on temperature mitigates
the rise in temperature due to viscous shearing and it is
important to account for a correct prediction of the operating
temperature. An engineer designing such a bearing must search
for the best combination of leakage, operating temperature, and
load-carrying capacity for the specific use case.

Effects of cavitation
Another important phenomenon that can drastically affect
a bearing’s performance is the cavitation of the lubricant in the
divergent part of the film due to a sudden reduction in
pressure. From the simulation result, one can clearly see that
the load-carrying capacity of the bearing decreases significantly
when cavitation effects are accounted for.
This effect is most significant in short bearings. Lubricant
leakage also increases moderately due to cavitation in the film,
as per the simulation result. A lower minimum film thickness
along with cavitation gives rise to a higher pressure gradient,
which is responsible for the increase in heat generated in the
bearing. Therefore, power loss and maximum temperature
both increase with the cavitation.
For short bearings this effect dominates due to cavitation
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Figure 2: Variation of (a) minimum film thickness, (b) oil leakage, (c) heat loss in the bearing, (d) maximum
temperature in the bearing with aspect ratio, effect of temperature, and shear thinning.

occurring in the larger area of the film. In longer bearings, the
pressure gradients are moderate and cavitation can be avoided
in the larger part of the bearing.

Effect of rotor-bearing coupling
Finally, the film thickness changes due to deformation of
structural components such the journal and bushing. This in
turn changes the pressure distribution. Lubricant pressure acts
as an external load on the journal and bushing surfaces.
Therefore, there is a bidirectional coupling between the fluid
film pressure and the relative motion of the journal and
bushing surfaces.
Generally, the effects of the bearings are linearized for
harmonic studies, assuming an equivalent stiffness and
damping coefficients of the bearing at a given rpm, and static
loading conditions. Natural modes of the rotor at 3000 rpm
for the rotor bearing system are compared for rigid and flexible
bearings from the simulation result.
In the first case, the rotor is considered rigidly supported
at the bearing locations. In the second case, the flexibility in
the bearing and foundation is included in the model with a
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bearing stiffness 1e8 N/m and a foundation stiffness of 4e8
N/m.When the bearing is rigid, cylindrical and conical modes
of the rotor are missed. Also, the natural frequency of the
whole system in the first bending mode decreases by 20% due
to the bearing flexibility.
Campbell plots for both rigid and flexible bearing cases
are shown in Figure 3. For the rigid bearings, no critical
speed is found for the rotor below 20000 rpm. However,
when the flexibility of both the bearing and foundation are
introduced, there are four critical speeds — two for the
backward whirl mode shown as the intersection of ω=2Ω and
the increasing eigenfrequency curves, and two for the
forward whirl mode, shown as the intersection of the
decreasing eigenfrequency curve and the x-axis.
This exercise emphasises that the flexibility of the bearing
cannot be ignored when identifying the critical speeds; rather
bearings are an integral part of the rotor system. By
parametrically varying the stiffness of the bearing, this
analysis can be repeated to obtain the variations in critical
speeds with respect to bearing stiffness, helping designers to
choose the appropriate bearing geometry and material
parameters for safe operation.
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(a rigid bearing)

(a flexible bearing)

Figure 3: Campbell plots - There are two branches of the
eigenfrequencies, one which increases with the rotor speed,
and second which decreases with the rotor speed

Rotor whirl and minimum film thickness
Whirling of the rotor in the bearing also changes the
minimum film thickness. In the steady state, the minimum
film thickness experiences harmonic variation with time.
Since the minimum film thickness needs to be greater than the
surface roughness of the mating surfaces to maintain the film
lubrication condition, these dynamic effects must be accounted
for during design.
Motion of the journal and bearing due to the shaft whirl,
if large, can also impact the minimum film thickness
significantly. A stress plot of the rotor bearing system
operating under gravity along with the central disk with
small eccentricity is obtained from the simulation result that
compares the effect of the flexibility of the foundation, or
bearing mount, on the minimum film thickness. When the
foundation is flexible the mean value of the minimum film
thickness reduces by 0.1%.
Deformation becomes more significant in a multi-cylinder
engine crankshaft due to the phase difference between the
pressure variations in different cylinders, which causes
significant bending as shown in Figure 4(a). In such a case the
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Figure 4: (a) Stress in the crankshaft (b)
Pressure distribution in the bearings

film thickness and the pressure vary significantly in the axial
direction as shown in Figure 4(b).

Forward-thinking solutions to industry needs
As the demand for performance, efficiency, and the
capacity of rotating machinery continues to increase, bearings
must function reliably and safely under a wide variety of
operating conditions. A conventional approach to bearing
design for supporting a given load is no longer sufficient;
rather, a more holistic approach of considering bearings a part
of a complex system and their interactions with neighboring
components must be considered.
Analysis tools like COMSOL Multiphysics® software,
which enables the automatic coupling of interrelated physics
phenomena, aid the design process through accurate
assessment of bearing interactions with other components.
Designers and manufacturers greatly benefit from such tools
early in the design process, reducing the number of prototypes,
predicting mechanical behavior under different scenarios and
for different needs, and ultimately ensuring faster delivery of
high quality products in the market. ☐
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Enabling next generation manufacturing
With the rapid pace of digitalisation, machine tool builders are
increasingly considering communication tools which will allow
seamless communication across the factory floor. The article
highlights the MTConnect standard: a data communication
standard that caters to the current market demands.

Tim Shinbara
VP - Technology
AMT
TShinbara@amtonline.org

Russell Waddell
Managing Director
MTConnect Institute
C

M

The digital age has thrust us into a new paradigm regarding
how we manage our assets and operations. We are fortunate that
it is driving more affordable sensing, storage and processing, but
the seemingly myriad opportunities may leave one feeling
paralysed. Thus, it is important to continue to ask oneself
fundamental questions along the way and be analytical.
Another by-product of our digital age is the increased desire
to digitally connect production elements within the value chains
from CAD model information including production data and
continuing through reuse-recycle-disposal. This concept has
been referred to as the ‘digital thread’ or ‘tapestry’ whereby the
analogy conveys the inter-related role that digitisation plays in
collecting, connecting, storing, analysing, and utilising data.
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Next-generation manufacturing solutions

Y

CM

In this context, the MTConnect standard is a tool, which is
helping enable the next generation manufacturing by allowing
communication between different types and brands of devices on
the factory floor. Getting started with MTConnect requires little
more than a survey of a facility’s capabilities, an assessment of
needs and an evaluation of current and near-future vendor
solutions available.
As a data standard, application areas for MTConnect are
primarily limited by customer needs and vendor implementations.
Making data available in a non-proprietary, open format is
simply a pre-requisite for next generation manufacturing
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solutions. The most exciting applications of MTConnect are not
the ones that have already been invented, but those that have yet
to be imagined.

Data communication standard
The MTConnect Standard is an open, royalty-free data
communication standard that defines and structures data
collected from devices, such as, manufacturing technology
equipment. The standard specifies unique identifiers such as data
tags, along with unambiguous meaning. The standard also
specifies a hierarchical structure and provides a reference schema
for storing and transporting the data to requesting software
applications for other devices.

Common uses of the tool
Machine tool builders and distributors are increasingly
fielding customer requests for digital manufacturing applications
like factory monitoring, predictive or condition-based
maintenance, remote access or control and more. Some customers
specifically request MTConnect, after gaining a basic
understanding of the standard, its capabilities and limitations,
健椿 - 2017印度金屬廣告製作-三月號-修改-更新logo.jpg.pdf 1 2017/7/11 下午4:39
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how it works with other technologies, and development
requirements, which makes for higher customer satisfaction and
better sales performance.
Factory or machine monitoring is the most common use
case for MTConnect today. Machines that support the
standard enable a wide range of software applications for realtime or historic status reporting. The most common function
is automatically reporting utilisation. Utilisation refers to the
‘green light’ time, or a measure of machine uptime. More
sophisticated applications offer down time analysis. Using
MTConnect data on its own, or using it in combination with
operator input, downtime analysis adds a layer of explanation
for different categories of down time. The categories of
downtime vary from company to company, but generally
include things like scheduled maintenance, unscheduled
maintenance, waiting for material, waiting for tooling, etc.

Overall equipment effectiveness (OEE)
Most factory monitoring suites show a calculation for
Overall Equipment Effectiveness or OEE. This is a statistical
process control measure that takes into account availability,
performance, and quality. MTConnect data from a machine
Advt
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Data contextualisation

control can provide availability by automatically logging
utilisation. Performance uses a combination of data from a
control and from engineering on how fast a process runs versus
how fast it could run. Quality depends on defect data that
usually comes from a source other than the machine control.
MTConnect is also an enabling technology for machine or
system control and integration. Applications for controlling a
machine, robot, part loader or automated system can use the
standard tool to simplify communication between components.
For e.g., MTConnect is able to pass information about current
states and statuses between machines. This functionality, known
as interfaces within the standard, has been implemented in a test
environment with robots and is commercially available today for
some bar feeders. Development is underway on bringing
interfaces to other common machine accessories like probes and
on-machine gaging.

Creating order from chaos
There are a few semantic dictionaries in the world of IIoT,
where context is key. Regarding structured data, tagging and
defining are the essential steps to create order from chaos. Other
communication protocols have only recently begun to develop
such dictionaries. For example, BACnet for building and
controls networks are developing a concept for applying data
tags from various dictionaries to BACnet objects and their
abstract data model, BACnet XD.
MTConnect is that semantic dictionary for the manufacturing
technology world. Where elements have already been defined,
such as tooling under ISO 13399, then MTConnect creates a
Reference Specification to use the pre-existing ISO 13399 data
items. The same is true for when a semantic dictionary is missing
but is necessary for other transport protocols such as OPC-binary
transport, which is included within OPC’s Unified Architecture
(infrastructure layer). OPC UA provides this transport protocol
that defines the rules of transport between OPC servers and
devices; analogous to defining the ‘piping system’ but does not
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fully define the fluid moving through the pipe.
Staying true to this analogy, MTConnect, as an Industry
Standard Information Model, identifies and defines that ‘fluid’
directly and unambiguously. For such cases, the tool generally codevelops a companion specification to those complimentary
protocols/standards. It is complimentary to OPC UA and as such,
has a Companion Specification for OPC UA, which is currently
being updated for the latest MTConnect v1.4 release, similar to
the BACnet, which also has a companion specification with OPC
UA. All of these fundamental technologies are necessary to realise
Industry 4.0-based strategies.

Application areas
Future application areas for MTConnect data include process
optimisation and, eventually, fully autonomous operation.
Applying machine learning and algorithms to manufacturing
processes holds promise for the near future, but most applications
are still in the R&D phase. One particularly promising application
area is predictive or condition-based maintenance. Most
equipment undergoes preventative maintenance on a predetermined schedule. By applying machine learning, requests for
maintenance can be triggered based on actual conditions rather
than a pre-ordained schedule. This will save time and money by
avoiding unnecessary maintenance and premature breakdowns
prior to a scheduled maintenance interval.
Finally, MTConnect data has been experimentally used for
optimisation, tuning, and real-time feedback. Fine tuning a
manufacturing process on the fly requires input from sources
including a machine or control, sensors, tooling, etc. For example,
a vibration sensor may be able to detect damaging harmonics in a
metal cutting process and automatically adjust or pulse cutting
speeds to overcome the harmonic resonance. Thus, MTConnectenabled devices have more data available as inputs to real-time
optimisation software and control systems. Real-world,
commercial applications are just starting to see the light of day
but are expected to proliferate rapidly in the next 5-10 years. ☐
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Modelling future-ready products
An application story on the usage of Autodesk’s PIP solution—Fusion 360 by Magnes
Energy that enabled a greater integration and ease of collaborative work in its concept to
product processes. A read on…
The rise of start-up wave in India is a relatively new
phenomenon. Today, the country is undergoing a fundamental
shift with entrepreneurship & innovation being primary
catalysts in job creation and solving everyday problems. One
among such companies is Magnes Energy India, a Mumbaibased start-up, which is continuously innovating in every aspect
to make products more efficient and appealing while requiring
less maintenance. The company is working on the design,
fabrication, testing and sales of electric go-kart.
However, as a manufacturer of electrical machinery and
apparatus, the company once faced an issue in building a marketready electric go-kart. After an intern from National Institute of
Design at their company suggested Autodesk’s Fusion 360,
Magnes Energy completely switched to it considering its benefits
compared to the regular software they had been using so far. “As
a start-up, one of our key focuses lies in the speed at which we
can deliver. As designing and manufacturing are both intricate
processes, their integration becomes challenging without the
right tools, resources and expertise,” emphasised Nikunj Shah,
Co-founder, Magnes Energy India.
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Product innovation platform
Among the advanced design technologies, Product Innovation
Platform (PIP) is globally considered the next paradigm of
manufacturing that brings together a set of connected design,
manufacturing, and IoT tools in a single data-centered platform.
Autodesk’s PIP solution, Fusion 360 is an integrated 3D CAD,
CAM and CAE tool that connects the entire product development
process in a single cloud-based platform. According to IDC
Manufacturing Insights, PIP can improve product launch success
rates, increase speed-to-market and service response rates as well
as enhance customer satisfaction rates.
Various MSMEs and start-ups in India have already started
using Fusion 360 to design, develop and build better products.
Varun Gadhok, Head–Manufacturing Solutions, India &
SAARC, Autodesk, stated, “Autodesk has enabled start-ups
and MSMEs worldwide to imagine, design and create products
that are relevant and future-ready. The company provides
awareness, access and skill set with respect to the latest design
technologies and solutions to the MSMEs.”
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Rear view of the electric go-kart
developed by Magnes Energy with
the help of Autodesk‘s PIP solution
– Fusion 360

Need for innovation
As India continues to move towards becoming the next global
manufacturing hub, the MSMEs and start-ups will have a pivotal
role in driving the growth engine. However, today, the industry is
witnessing radical transformation in the manufacturing sector,
driven by new age technologies like Internet of Things, Big Data
and machine learning. Advanced manufacturing technologies are
rapidly changing the means of production, pushing customer
demands and aspirations to new heights. This is leading to the
design and production of products that, until now, have never
been seen. As such, start-ups like Magnes Energy have evolved
themselves to align with this new industry phenomena and are
creating products that are of global standards.
According to Shah, the era of gasoline is slowly coming to an
end owing to rising cost and adverse effect on environment.
This leads to the need of developing more sustainable
alternatives. “We choose Electric Powertrain to power our
future transportation demands. Based on a thorough survey of
the industry, we are developing an electric go-kart which is an
entirely new breed in go-karting industry that will deliver better
performance, superior design and less maintenance. Currently,
we are testing our first prototype, ProZero and have initiated
fabrication of our second prototype, ProUno,” he averred.

Collaborative design environment
While working with Fusion 360, Magnes Energy realised
that there is greater integration and ease of collaborative work
in its concept-to-product processes. Shah stated that the biggest
reason for them to move towards Fusion 360 from regular
software is that the former enabled superior collaboration.
“With the help of Fusion 360, all team members could work on
different parts of a single assembly, simultaneously. We built
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the whole chassis on Fusion 360 in a very short time. Fusion
360, powered by cloud, has enabled us to have complete control
over the design and prototyping of our products. This advanced
design technology from Autodesk provided CAD, CAM and
CAE features on one single platform, thereby, enhancing the
overall workflow between different teams,” he further added.
The design team at Magnes Energy has successfully used
Fusion 360 to enable collaborative design for their first prototype
of an e-go kart, named ProZero. As per Gadhok, “We are excited
to be an integral part of Magnes Energy’s journey here-on.
Fusion 360 has significantly impacted their project by enabling
better collaboration and integration.”

The way forward…
The electric go-kart is the first step for Magnes Energy
towards creating sustainable products. “Throughout our
journey so far, the Indian manufacturing industry has
generously leased us their experience and facilities without
which it would not have been possible for us to realise our
capabilities in actuality,” Shah said. Moving forward, he added,
“Fusion 360 has now become a part of our company’s design
culture and we aim to continue to use it for our future products
as well. In addition, we are thankful to Autodesk for supporting
and encouraging us to reach new paradigms of innovation
with the help of advanced design technologies.”
On a concluding note, Gadhok remarked that it is exciting to
witness MSMEs explore and unleash their true potential with the
help of Autodesk 3D design technology and develop products of
global standards. “Autodesk is committed to the growth of
MSMEs in India such as Magnes Energy and we believe that they
are the key innovation drivers who will revolutionise the Indian
manufacturing industry,” he observed. ☐
Compiled with inputs from Autodesk and Magnes Energy
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Pacing the future of manufacturing...
With the theme of ‘Connecting systems for intelligent production’, EMO Hannover
2017, embraced the concept by implementing Industry 4.0 or the Internet of Things
(IoT) in their products or future plans. The six-day exhibition witnessed more than
2000 international manufacturers of production technology and shared the latest
advancements. A post event report…
Co-organised by VDW and CECIMO, EMO Hannover 2017,
the world’s premier trade fair for the metalworking industry,
showcased the entire bandwidth of today’s most sophisticated
metalworking technology, which is the heart of every industrial
production process. The fair presented the latest machines, plus
efficient technical solutions, product-supportive services,
sustainability in the production process, etc.
According to Carl Martin Welcker, General Commissioner,
EMO Hannover 2017, “With more business, more international
drawing power and more innovations, EMO has once again lived
up to its reputation as the leading global tradeshow for the world
of metalworking. The exhibition had a major impact on business
activity, quoting a survey in which EMO visitors indicated their
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intent to invest a total of over 20 billion euros in production
technology over the course of the next 24 months. Deals worth 8
billion euros were sealed during the one-week event.”

Highlights
The principal focus of the exhibition was on metal-cutting
and forming machine tools, production systems, high-precision
tools, automated material flows, computer technology,
industrial electronics and accessories. The trade visitors to the
EMO came from all major sectors of the industry, such as
machinery and plant manufacturers, the automotive industry
and its component suppliers, the aerospace sector, precision
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mechanics and optics, shipbuilding, medical technology, tool &
die manufacture, and steel and lightweight construction. EMO
Hannover is the world’s most important international meeting
point for production technology specialists from the globe.
A major emphasis of the show was on systems capable of
interconnecting multiple partners, cloud-based machine
monitoring solutions, simulation software, Augmented Reality
for machine maintenance, blockchain technology for secure
data transfer, new business models, etc. Foreign industry
professionals were particularly keen on attending EMO
Hannover to get a grip on the future of manufacturing. More
than half of the show’s total of around 130,000 attendees came
from abroad with 70% of these foreign visitors originating
from European countries. Attendance from Asia, in particular,
was found to have risen sharply. “Foreign visitors were keenly
interested in seeing how the market leaders are leveraging
digitisation to benefit the various process chains. They were
also eager to see how new business models are growing up out
of all the harvested data,” explained Welcker.
Alongside digitisation and connectivity, Additive
Manufacturing was also very high on the agenda for a great
many EMO visitors. The increasing global drawing power of
EMO was matched by the decision-making caliber of its
attendees. Many exhibitors enthusiastically spoke of the in-

depth, high-caliber nature of the talks in which they engaged
with customers and prospects from around the world.

Manufacturing technology trends
According to the EMO visitor survey, nearly 60% of the
show’s attendees were of managerial status, while more than
half were found to play a decisive role in their organisations’
purchasing decisions.
The show’s supporting programme provided even more
insight into today’s and tomorrow’s manufacturing technology
trends. A rich array of conferences, seminars and special displays
put the spotlight on key topics like Industry 4.0, future production
scenarios, Additive Manufacturing, intelligent tools, machine
safety, training for factory workers and promising markets from
India to the US and Mexico, and everywhere in between. The
supporting programme was a major magnet for anyone keen on
grasping and gearing up for tomorrow’s realities. Thanks to its
winning exhibitor lineup, attractive supporting program and upbeat spirit, EMO Hannover 2017 also proved to be unsurpassed as
a hub for dialogue and networking.
The next EMO Hannover will be staged on September
16-21, 2019. ☐
Courtesy: VDW
Advt

Optimize
Automation
The powerful machining units as
modular system to tap, drill and mill in
shortest production cycle times.
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Rajesh Nath, Managing Director, VDMA
“The attendance from Asia, in particular, was found to have risen sharply. At the ‘India Day’ event
organised by us, there were presentations and panel discussions. Also, the show’s supporting
programme provided even more insight into today’s and tomorrow’s manufacturing technology
trends. A rich array of conferences, seminars and special displays put the spotlight on key topics
like Industry 4.0, future production scenarios, Additive Manufacturing, intelligent tools, machine
safety, training for factory workers and promising markets from India to the US and Mexico.”

Sameer Kelkar, CEO and R&D Head, GrindMaster Machines
“The overall response from the EMO was good. It is the right platform to showcase the new
technologies. This EMO, there were several 3D printing technologies on display. A large variety of
machines from producing small parts to very large structures by using 3D printing methods was
also showcased. This year, we participated along with our French Company SPMS. We had good
response from customers as well as potential partners who can represent us in various countries.
For potential customers in Europe, our strong base in France with SPMS obviously carried a lot of
appeal, and we hope to build a growing business with SPMS. Moving ahead, we have shortlisted
a few new technologies wherein we have to invest in R&D and develop those technologies.”

Renganathan Chellamraja, CEO, Chennai Metco
“The response has been good. We are satisfied with good quality of positive enquires. In our
opinion, the trend is similar to earlier EMOs. However, it is our perception that the world is
getting ready to accept ‘Made in India’. We also noted that some senior GOI officers had visited
EMO 2017, reflecting new seriousness of our government. The Indian machine tool industry is
on cross-roads. There is a compelling pressure on Indian machine tool industry to offer global
solutions. We have formed a cell to intensely follow on the gains made on the show. The same
is reviewed on a weekly basis to consolidate the gains.”

Dr Vishwas Puttige, Head—R&D, OSD, Ace Manufacturing Systems
“This year, EMO did not receive an overwhelming response that the exhibitors expected. There were
very specific set of visitors with clear intentions and expectations from the show. It was observed
that the market in many regions of Europe is growing and investments in capital equipment are
being planned. One of the trends witnessed at the show was adaptation of Industry 4.0 into
manufacturing. There were inter-connected machines with lot of machine data being processed to
enhance the productivity or efficiency. Secondly, it was the interest shown by some manufacturers
on the additive technologies. Our focus has been ergonomic products with better user experience.
Post EMO, our strategy is to make our products more suitable for international customer requirements
& widen our product range for global markets.”
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Creating a smart manufacturing ecosystem
Organised by CII, the second edition of the Smart
Manufacturing Conclave at Pune, witnessed the latest
developments in the manufacturing sector that is
re-shaping the industry towards the adoption of the latest
technological advancements. A post-event report...
The Indian manufacturing sector will go through a massive
change in the coming years. With the continuous disruption
in technology and the onset of the fourth industrial revolution,
this sector is ready to leapfrog to the next level. Given these
rapid changes, the requirements of this sector will also differ
drastically. This will directly imply that companies that adapt
to the changing trends would lead in the global competitive
race. The manufacturing sector has witnessed some very
significant evolutions over time. One such significant
evolution taking place right now is Smart Manufacturing. This
concept has slowly crept in due to the proliferation of
disruptive technologies, smart devices and smart processes.
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Keeping this in mind, the Confederation of Indian Industry
(CII) recently organised the second edition of the Smart
Manufacturing Conclave in Pune recently. The conclave
discussed the topic of ‘Smart Manufacturing’ in detail and
witnessed participation from imminent Indian & international
experts from this field.

Changing trends in manufacturing
The one-day seminar kicked off with the first panel discussion,
which was on the topic, ‘Changing trends in manufacturing—
What does shopfloor of 2020 look like’. The participants of this
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discussion included Dr Anand Deshpande,
Founder, Chairman & Managing Director,
Persistent Systems; Nitin Chalke,
Chairman, CII Pune Zonal Council &
Managing Director, Eaton India and Sunil
Mehta, General Manager—Automotive
Business, Factory Automation & Industrial
Division, Mitsubishi Electric India. The
session was moderated by Shishir
Joshipura,
Chairman,
CII
Smart
Manufacturing Conclave 2017, Immediate
Past Chairman, CII Pune Zonal Council
and Manging Director & Country Head,
SKF India.
Speaking on the need for changing
trends and improvement in the
manufacturing sector in India, Mehta
emphasised, “We need to have a lot of
discipline on the shopfloor. Companies
need to decide where the investments for
upgradations have to be made. Different
teams including automation, IT, etc have
to work together to target concern areas.”
Agreeing to this, Chalke elaborated that
change is constant and that smart
manufacturing is changing traditional
manufacturing. “Accepting this change
and staying aware and building the
capabilities of smart manufacturing is
important,” he added.
Speaking on the shopfloor of 2020,
Deshpande shared that the practical uses
of sciences will be applied in
manufacturing
in
the
future.
“Manufacturing will not get restricted to
factories anymore and there will be
various supply chains. Customers will be
willing to pay for customisation. We will
have an opportunity to think differently
and innovate,” he opined. Concluding the
session, Joshipura summarised that a
complete ecosystem change will be the
journey of Industry 4.0 and those who are
early adopters and willing to learn and
collaborate will witness new emerging
dimensions with exciting opportunities.

on
CXO’s
session
on
‘Digital
Transformation—Converting threat to
opportunity’. The participants of this
discussion included Sudhir Gurtoo,
Managing Director, Leadec India;
Prashant Pansare, Managing Director &
CEO, Inteliment Technologies India;

Rajesh Devnani, VP—Global Solutions
Management, Hitachi Consulting; Sunil
David, Regional Director (IoT)—India &
ASEAN AT&T Global and Narendra
Saini, Digital Evangelist & Thought
Leader—IoT/IIoT, Tata Technologies.
The session was moderated by Viren Joshi,

Advt

Digital transformation
The second panel discussion was based
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The conclave discussed the topic of ‘Smart
Manufacturing’ in detail and witnessed participation from
imminent Indian & international experts from this field.

Vice-Chairman, CII Pune Zonal Council & CEO & President,
Sigma Electric Manufacturing Corporation.
This session covered the subjects of business propositions in
terms of competitiveness, profitability, growth and productivity.
It also included insights on the imperatives for success in
Industry 4.0 and the HR impact of Industry 4.0. Joshi concluded
the session and spoke on what will Industry 4.0 mean for the
Indian manufacturing sector and the urgent need for
manufacturers to focus on smart manufacturing.

Digital factory showcase
The next panel discussion was based on the topic, ‘Digital
factory showcase—Stories from early adopters of smart
manufacturing in India’. This included a case study
presentation by Anil Bhise, Senior Manager—Product
Marketing, Mitsubishi Electric India, which was followed by a
talk from Sujata Tilak, Managing Director, Ascent
Intellimation, who shared valuable insights on the topic of
‘Smart Manufacturing Adoption: A Brownfield Project’.
The session also included the topic of ‘Value for life—
Digitalised Wellbeing with Industry 4.0’, which was covered by
Pramod Bhave, Delivery Manager, Financial Services &
Industrial Internet and IoT Consultant, Tieto India and the
final presentation was given by Gajanan Nabar, Chief Executive
Officer, CleanMax Solar, who spoke on ‘Sustainable energy for
Smart Manufacturing’. The session chairman for this discussion
was Shaffic Ahamed, Co-convenor, CII Pune IT & ITeS Panel
and Vice President & Country Manager—IT, Sandvik Asia.
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Accelerated business growth
The subsequent panel discussion covered the subject of
‘Smart Manufacturing Ecosystem for accelerated business
growth’. The panelists for this session included Sanjeev
Fadnavis, President, Nitor Infotech; David Meltzer, Chief
Technology Officer, Tripwire; Virendra Chaudhari, Senior
Solution Specialist Azure, IoT, Microsoft India; Gajanan
Dhakane, Executive Director, Cotmac Electronics and Manoj
Joshi, Regional Manager, Cisco Systems India. The session
chairman for this panel discussion was Arvind Tilak,
Immediate Past Convenor, CII Pune IT & ITeS Panel & Chief
Executive Officer, Ascent Intellimation.

Achieving operational excellence
The final panel discussion of the one-day seminar was on
the crucial topic of ‘Achieving operational excellence through
smart manufacturing’. The participants for this session included
Abhav Pendse, Co-convener, CII Pune Forum on Op-Excellence
& Vice President & Head—Shindewadi Works Godrej & Boyce
Mfg; Shivaprasad Kamat, Director—Strategy, Sanjeev Group; J
M Tejomurthy, Deputy General Manager, Robert Bosch India
and Gomtesh Ekhande, Deputy National Head—Factory
Automation, Fanuc India. The session moderator was Alakesh
Roy, Convenor, CII Pune Forum on Op-Excellence & Managing
Director, Zamil Steel India, who summarised the panel
discussion and the concluding remarks of the one-day seminar
on smart manufacturing was given by Ahamed. ☐
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Productivity improvement in grinding process
Today, the world is looking for the possibility of improvement in
productivity along with improvements in the surface finish on the
components. The grinding wheel is perhaps the single most important
element of the production grinding system. An improperly selected wheel or
process can be a major source of persistent struggle and in-efficiency in
the grinding process.
As we are aware the single most important purpose of the grinding wheel
is to remove material easily, CUMI has developed a unique solution with ‘Micro
Crystalline Grain – EX Series’ and a process monitoring & optimisation
application known as “Grinding Cycle Monitoring System” which provides a
ready means to measure quantitatively the grinding process through a ‘real
time in process monitoring’.

Micro crystalline grain –
Ex series

with high pressure coolant flow.
Few Major applications: Gear grinding, roll grinding, angular grinding,
internal grinding, centreless grinding, crank grinding, cylindrical grinding,
creep feed grinding.
This can also be used in applications, which calls for replacement of
milling to grinding.

Process monitoring & optimisation
Grinding cycle monitor is an instrument that monitors the power drawn by
a grinding wheel with respect to the slide movement through LVDT (Linear
Variable Differential Transformer) – It
measures grinding power and slide infeed movement and captures these
data on real-time basis.
This system is also used to
capture various parameters like
threshold power, maximum power
drawn and axis position at maximum
power drawn which are key inputs
for the design of the grinding wheel
and grinding process

Features :
• These are sharp/extruded
grains of micro crystalline in
nature with an aspect ratio
of four times more than that
of a regular grain
• These are noodle shaped in
nature increasing the natural
Benefits with
porosity in the wheel
process monitoring:
• Capable of handling higher
• To measure and analyse different
feed rates (upto 3 times than Grinding process through ‘real time in process monitoring’
grinding cycles
a conventional grain)
• To optimise the grinding process and maximise the performance of the
Advantages & benefits over conventional grain:
grinding wheel like need for dressing, effect of change in grinding /
• Better cutting action: Due to the sharpness in its nature, this gives
dressing feed rates, wheel / work speeds
better ‘biting action’ on the component
• To improve the Cp / CpK of Grinding Process
• Higher specific material removal rate (Q’): It can withstand higher
• To analyse accurately the batch to batch performance of grinding wheel
feed rates of min 2.5 times
• To shorten the cycle time for product establishment and complaints
• Higher depth of cut: Grinding muck generated from the higher stock
resolution
can easily come out through the natural porosity in the wheel
• More parts/dress: Due to micro crystalline in nature, the dressing due
to the grain fracture can be deferred
To conclude – combination of micro crystalline grain – Ex series
• Good surface roughness: Due to its inherent property of better ‘biting
along with process monitoring can give a quantum leap in
action’, it gives much better surface texture for a longer period
productivity of a grinding process.
These grains can be used with the new generation CNC machines with
higher rigidity, machines which has provision for skip dressing, machines
CUMI (Carborundum Universal Limited) | Chennai
Email: salesmktgsupport@cumi.murugappa.com | Tel: 91-44-30006161
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Shoe grinding – Highest precision for thin-walled workpieces
Studer offers cylindrical grinding with a shoe grinding fixture to meet
the highest precision requirements for grinding of thin-walled workpieces.
With this method, the company achieves accuracies which remain
unattainable with the conventional grinding process.

The shoe grinding principle

4. Electromagnetic chuck for introduction of the workpiece rotary
movement and for fixing the workpiece, here with radial pole pitch.
5. Magnet pole boosters. These are regularly overground in assembled
state, to guarantee the flatness and perpendicularity of the magnet
contact surface. They are radially
adjustable and clamped in the T-slot.
Studer universal shoe grinding
fixtures are available in several
usefully graded sizes and cover the
diameter range from 10 to 460 mm.
In parallel to the universal shoe
grinding fixtures shown there are also
versions for the mass production of
part families, which allow quick
resetting to a new workpiece using
quick-release plates.

The thin-walled, circular
workpiece & the roller bearing
ring, must be clamped so that it
cannot be deformed and so that
absolute
concentricity
from
external diameter to internal
diameter is already assured by the
clamping system.
These requirements are not
met by a jaw chuck (3-, 6-jaw
chuck). In addition, the complete
Design of the electromagnetic
external contour and the internal
chuck
contour should preferably be
The electromagnetic chuck
machined in one clamping. A
drives the workpiece in the direction
magnetic
chuck
clamping Studer shoe grinding fixture in the S41 work area
of rotation, thus, generating the
generally means that each
individual workpiece must be centrically aligned manually using a dial workpiece speed. The chuck also holds the workpiece in its nominal position,
indicator, which not only takes a great deal of time, but also makes automatic as it lies against the front surface of the workpiece. A small relative movement
loading impossible. This last point in particular proves to be a major obstacle takes place here between chuck (pole booster, pole ring) and workpiece end
surface, as the supporting shoes position the workpiece eccentrically:
in the mass production required in the roller bearing industry.
The best way to clamp a thin-walled ring is to use a method which Annular pole or radial pole pitches are selected depending on the workpiece
completely separates the workpiece support from the rotary drive size, with the annular pole pitch tending to be used for smaller workpieces
(up to approx 80mm).
(workpiece drive):
• Shoe grinding fixture, for supporting the workpiece
• Electromagnetic chuck for torque introduction (drive) and fixing Possible grinding head configurations
the workpiece
The top priority is to finish-grind a roller bearing ring externally and
internally: perfect concentricity externally/internally; same manufacturing
Design of shoe grinding fixtures
temperature, so more dimensionally stable; reduction of quantity of ‘work in
1. Shoe grinding fixture clamped to workpiece table, movable in Z-direction. progress’ (working capital) etc. The grinding head should, therefore, be
2. Horizontal supporting shoe in oscillating shoe design, with universal equipped with the grinding tools required for the complete process: external
sliding inserts with fine adjustment.
grinding wheel(s), internal grinding wheel(s), measuring probe, and naturally on
3. Vertical supporting shoe in fixed shoe design, with universal sliding an infinitely variable, high-precision B-axis with a swivel angle repetition
inserts with fine adjustment.
accuracy of < 1" (for STUDER S41).
United Grinding | Bengaluru
Emial: Sudheendra.C.R@grinding.ch | Tel: 91-80-3025-7606
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Indexable milling grade

Non-contact tool setting solutions

Kennametal offers KCSM40 indexable milling grade that has an advance
cobalt binder that provides exceptional thermal fatigue resistance
without sacrificing the toughness
customers have experienced with
KC725M or X500. In addition to the
new material substrate, Kennametal’s
proprietary
AlTiN/TiN
coating
enhances the wear resistance at the
cutting edge. The target cutting
speed for KCSM40 in Ti6Al4V was
KCSM40 grade
175 SFM (53 m/min), while achieving
a greater than 20 cubic inches per
minute (327 cm^3/min) metal removal rate for 60 minutes. Not only has
KCSM40 achieved this, but has results milling titanium at speeds up to
270 SFM (85 m/min) at a lower radial depth of cut. Recent internal
testing with the new HARVI Ultra helical milling platform achieved over
100 minutes of tool life running at 155 SFM (47 m/min) with a .0067 ipt
(.12 mm/t) chip load. The radial depth of cut was 1.0” (25 mm) and the
axial depth of cut was 3” (76 mm). It will be a top performer in other
high temperature / heat resistant materials.

Renishaw offers its enhanced and extended NC4 non-contact tool setting
solution for machining centres. Building on the highly successful and proven
design of the existing NC4 system, this enhanced solution introduces a range of
additional features and options to satisfy the
demands of the rapidly evolving
manufacturing environment. Comprising the
NC4 non-contact tool setter and NCi-6
interface, the system provides a high-speed,
high-precision solution to determine tool
geometry, check tool condition and track
NC4
thermal changes on a range of 3-axis and
5-axis machining centres. By automatically
monitoring these variables – at speeds that are up to ten times faster than
alternative, error-prone manual methods – the NC4 system helps to guarantee
‘right-first-time’ components, reduce scrap and rework, and increase profitable,
productive on-machine time. A new ‘dual measurement’ mode considerably
reduces cycle time and ensures more robust performance in wet conditions,
while upgraded optics improve tool-to-tool measurement accuracy and make
the system particularly suitable for small diameter tools. The company's
compact, integrated air blast is now a standard feature of the NC4 system.

Kennametal | Bengaluru
Email: bangalore.information@kennametal.com | Tel: + 91-80-22198444

Renishaw | Pune
Email: samina.khalid@renishaw.com | Tel: +91-20-6674-6772

Online tool for configuring e-chain & cables

Complex machining unit

igus offers comprehensive online configurators and expert systems on the
internet to ensure that energy chain system design and calculation is not a
time-consuming process. On
the igus website, the customer
can not only choose the right
cable for their moving
application with the chainflex
product finder, but also
immediately configure their
individual energy chain system
Online QuickChain.100 tool
using the online e-chain
expert, QuickChain.100. This
ensures reliable data on the durability of the e-chain and the cables. One
needs to visit the website, open the e-chain expert QuickChain.100 (QC.100),
choose unharnessed or harnessed cables, enter the application and
environmental parameters and finally select and configure the appropriate
energy chain. Within the QuickChain.100 expert, the user can choose from
more than 1,200 highly flexible chainflex cables tested by igus as well as over
4,000 readycable drive cables. On the basis of the specified cables and
application data, space constraints, dynamics and energy chain environment,
the customer can easily choose from a range of 90,000 e-chains parts.

Suhner's production expert division, SOMEX, provides customers with
highly customised solutions and develops machining units for very complex
processes. One such client
had commissioned SUHNER
Automation to manufacture a unit
that would perform abrasive
cutting of metallic workpieces
using a diamond disc. Adhering
to the customer’s specifications,
SOMEX’s project team opted for
a MAX100, in order to ensure
Complex machining unit with MAX100
that the job was performed to a
high standard. The machine’s
operating environment required the following changes to be made to the
MAX100, which was equipped with a 30 kW drive motor: Reinforced sealing
to protection against splashes of cutting fluid and creation of overpressure
in the body and in the housing to prevent micro particles from penetrating.
The machining unit installed at the client site has a laser measuring device,
which automatically adjusts the speed of the MAX100. Thanks to the quality
of the planning, the execution and the customer’s feedback, the customer
decided to have a second – identical – unit installed.

igus (India) Private Limited | Bengaluru
Email: ravikumar@igus.in | Tel: +91-80-45127852

SUHNER India Pvt Ltd | Bengaluru
Email: automation.in@suhner.com | Tel: +91-80-2783-1108
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Round insert cutter for difficult-to-cut materials

Stainless steel machining

MMC Hardmetal offers ARP, a new round insert cutter series for difficult-tocut materials. The ARP series has the highest level of run-out accuracy
among the indexable insert, screw-on type
tools. This helps to increase tool life by
spreading the cutting load evenly across all
inserts. This accuracy is especially
important when machining titanium and
heat resistant alloys and stainless steels.
The ARP round insert cutter is suitable for
roughing of turbine blades used in the
aerospace and power generation industries.
The features of the ARP series include a
highly-accurate seating that realises a
minimal change of run-out accuracy when
indexing the inserts compared to ARP series
conventional tools. A wide seating face and
2 side location faces prevent inserts from moving during cutting. Special rake
face on each quadrant of the insert provides a smooth chip flow for low
cutting resistance. Chip breakers for various applications; M breaker for
general use, R breaker is a strong cutting edge type and the L breaker is a
sharp cutting edge type.

Suhner has developed a series of new handpieces for its universal flexible
shaft machines. These new handpieces bear the additional designation ‘INOX’
that puts an end to the problem of
extraneous rust. The series comprises
four basic models plus international
variants, of which each is almost
completely manufactured of stainless
steel – from the external jacket to the
clamping nut. In practice, this means—
no contamination with rusting particles,
the greatest possible protection of the
workpieces and a clear reduction of costs.
The structural design with dimensions, INOX handpieces
weight, speed ranges, and so on remains
identical. The new handpieces thus fit the existing machines. To protect the
ball bearing and dampen vibrations, the handpieces have an elastic bearing.
This makes machining with carbide cutters agreeable and protects the tools,
while guaranteeing true running and a long service life. The handle sleeve is
uncoupled from the working spindle. Air chambers in the bearing have an
heat-insulating effect. During vibration measurements with carbide cutters, a
50% reduction was measured in comparison with previous handpieces.

MMC Hardmetal India | Pune
Email: mayur.kulkarni@mmc.co.in | Tel: +91-20-6520-8430

SUHNER India Pvt Ltd | Bengaluru
Email: abrasive.in@suhner.com | Tel: +91-80-2783-1108

High feed cutters and inserts

Improving PCD tool accuracy

Dormer Pramet has launched Pramet SBN10 cutters, an economical range
of high feed cutters and inserts for productive machining of a wide variety
of materials. These cutters are
suitable for copy milling, ramping,
helical interpolation, slotting and
plunging. It’s unique pocket design
can also carry inserts for shoulder
and face milling, offering a complete
package for, in particular, mould and
die applications, from roughing to
finishing. A range of diameters are
available from 16-42mm and multiple Pramet SBN10 cutters
types, including end mills, modular
and shell mills. To support this addition, the company has introduced an
assortment of BNGX10 inserts for high feed roughing. The patented double
sided insert with four cutting edges provides an economical and versatile
option. It’s design makes it suitable for high feed roughing even with long
overhang, while being compatible with three geometries covering most
machined materials. Geometry M is for steels and cast irons, MM for low
carbon steels, stainless steels and super alloys, while HM is suitable for
hardened steel.

ANCA offers a new technology to bring benefits to its customers with the
highly successful LaserPlus system on their EDGe machine. The EDGe is
used to erode PCD cutting tools,
which in turn are widely used in
aerospace, automotive, electronics
and wood industries. It includes its
proprietary eSpark generator for
optimal PCD erosion results. That
means that on the one-wheel spindle,
two wheel packs support both erosion
and grinding operations, making it a
highly versatile machine. The addition LaserPlus system
of the LaserPlus further enhances the
machines capabilities for customers. First introduced on its ANCA’s tool
grinding machines, the LaserPlus system allows newly ground tools to be
automatically measured in the machine using a non-contact Blum laser
system. Then if required, compensation is automatically applied to
subsequent tools in the batch. For manufacturers of PCD tools where the
cost of a PCD tool blank is considerably higher than equivalent carbide,
having the security of knowing you can run a batch of tools unmanned, and
have none scrapped is valuable indeed.

Dormer Pramet | United Kingdom
Email: simon.winstanley@dormerpramet.com | Tel : +44-(0)7860-685087
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» Medical machining
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» Logistics & supply chain
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undergoing a breakthrough. Our next
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» Productivity improvement tools
Productivity improvement tools empower
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and include a common set of values,
knowledge and procedures. They entrust
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on some of the present-day productivity
improvement tools used in manufacturing.
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NEVER MISS ANOTHER OPPORTUNITY TO
FIND HIDDEN HOT SPOTS WITH FLIR E5.
Thermal Imaging Camera for electrical troubleshooting
now available at UNBELIEVABLE

PRICE

E5

FLIR

Special Limited Period Offer

E5 @

®

• VISIBLE & THERMAL IMAGES IN
ONE CAMERA
• MSX ® ENHANCEMENT FOR DETAILED
PERSPECTIVE
• IR RESOLUTION 120 X 90 PIXELS
• TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
FROM -20°C TO 250°C
• POINT AND SHOOT THERMAL CAMERA
• WIDE ANGLE LENS 45° X 34°
• FOCUS FREE
• 2 METER DROP TEST

`89,999/- + GST
Offer valid till
31st December 2017

To grab this offer, please call us on: +91-11-4560 3555 or write to us at flirindia@flir.com.hk
FLIR Systems India Pvt. Ltd.
1111, D Mall, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitampura, New Delhi – 110034
Fax: +91-11-4721 2006

WWW.FLIR.IN

Images for illustrative purposes only.

Offer valid till 31st December 2017

Industry applications

RNI No. MAH/ENG/2010/34603

 Quick change system - Head indexing on the machine
 Flexibility - One drill body for a series of different sized heads
 Twisted coolant channel & polished chip gullet
- Smooth & excellent chip evacuation
 Rigid Clamping system – Remarkable performance and
enhanced number of head indexing
 New multi-layered coating grade (TT9080) - Prolonged tool life

TaeguTec India Pvt. Ltd.

Plot Nos.119 & 120, Bommasandra Industrial Area, Phase 4, Bengaluru 560 099, India
+91-80-2783-9111
+91-80-2783-9123
sales@taegutec-india.com
www.taegutec.com

